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Verbatim Comments 

 

Verbatim comments presented here include all feedback, suggestions, comments and messages that were 

collected online and in-person through the engagement described in this report. All input has been reviewed 

and provided to Project Teams to be considered in decision making for the project. 

 
Any personal identifying information has been removed from the verbatim comments presented here. 

Comments or portions of comments that contain profanity, or that are not in compliance with the City's 

Respectful Workplace Policy or Online Tool Moderation Practice, have also been removed from participant 

submissions. 

Wherever possible the remainder of the submissions remains. No other edits to the feedback have been 

made, and the verbatim comments are as received. As a result, some of the content in this verbatim record 

may still be considered offensive or distasteful to some readers.  

Park 1: Large Central Area 

Q: Which concept layout do you prefer and why? 

1) There is nothing (splash park)like this, around this area, parents with younglings have to travel 
far(airdrie) 
2) Cricket is played often with Hardball, no protection for other passing by, and I am indian, few people 
can enjoy 
3) Mixed amenity park checks multiple boxes, many age groups, walkers can walk without any ball 
hitting on their heads, kids can enjoy slash park in summer without having that ball hitting on their heads 
again, I do not want to keep repeating until this points drives home for the decision makers, same 
reasoning goes for baseball 

1A 

A 

A combination of water park/ wading pool, bike path and picnic tables would be great. It's family-friendly 
and residents will enjoy. 

A cricket field is highly needed as damage is being done to existing parks by cricket players. 

A cricket pitch takes up a lot of space for the use of a relatively small population. mixed amenity allows 
more flexibility. also maintaining a cricket pitch uses up natural resources which is a waste 

http://publicaccess.calgary.ca/lldm01/livelink.exe?func=ccpa.general&msgID=VsrscyrAgI&msgAction=Download
http://publicaccess.calgary.ca/lldm01/livelink.exe?func=ccpa.general&msgID=VsrscyrAgI&msgAction=Download
https://engage.calgary.ca/moderation
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A cricket stadium in our city would not only provide a platform for sports enthusiasts but also foster a 
sense of community pride and unity. It can boost local economy through events, attract tourism, and 
promote a healthier lifestyle by encouraging physical activity and engagement in sports. 
Furthermore, a cricket stadium could serve as a venue for cultural events, concerts, and other 
entertainment activities, contributing to the overall vibrancy of our city. It has the potential to create job 
opportunities, stimulate business around the vicinity, and showcase our city on a national and 
international level, enhancing its reputation and appeal. 

A good splash park brings community engagement and also helps with heat, and is the best! Right now 
we have to drive to airdire to experience a quality splash park. 

A lot of children in the area that can take advantage of this. 

a lot of kids in the area 

A mixed park gives an opportunity to everyone to enjoy the space rather than one dedicated group of 
people. 

A more diverse group of people can use this area. 

a nice park built right will be AMAZING for our community!  Splash park gives more options 

A park should have something for everyone and their different reasons for enjoying a park 

A proper cricket pitch is very uncommon within Calgary. Having a proper can be quite important for 
many cricket players 

A splash pad would be wonderful for our communities with little children plus other amenities. Cricket 
pitch just focuses on one sport. 

A splash park is more beneficial to a larger population. More geared towards more than 1 culture. 

A splash park specifically would be great - there is nothing in the area like that and residents have been 
asking for one for a long time. We also have cricket pitches already in the NE along with a lot of field 
space. 

A splash park will be great to have in a community with so many kids and refreshing on hot days. 

A splash park would be great for the growing number of kids in our community. It would give them a 
sense of belonging and allow parents to take their children somewhere close by. Many activities for kids 
to participate in are further from here or they are over crowded. There’s plenty of space for cricket and 
open fields. Spray park would be amazing! 

A variety is best to try and suite everyone 

a variety of options allows for multiple people of all ages and backgrounds to utilize the space in a way 
that feels most suited to them 

Absolutely a must for kids and adults a like. There is heavy presence of families here.  Great way to 
build a better community. 
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Accessible to more people 

Actually, lot of people prefer cricket and every year canada and other clubs organise cricket 
tournaments and it will be good for city as well as citizens. 

All good 

All-inclusive 

Allow for broader spectrum of community members to engage 

Allows a more mixed variety of activities to be undertaken rather than just one. 

Allows children to be active 

Allows more people to engage 

Appeals to a larger demographic. 

Appreciate sportsmanship 

Area 1 concept B mixed amenity splash park 

As it is NE community, most of the youth like playing cricket and having a park dedicated to this will give 
a lot of good support to them and also keep them healthy and away from wrong doings. 

As our neighborhood has people from all the ages, it would be a better choice to go with mixed option to 
satisfy everyone. 

As per cornerstone community we donot have a proper kids park itself and exisiting one istoo crowded 

As we have a lot of growing kids, I want something for the little kids to play with. Also, there isn’t any 
spray parks nearby. 

Availability of more diverse activities, we have cricket pitch in Corner Meadows. 

B 

B Mixed amenity 

because everyone can enjoy a spray park whereas cricket is a sport that not everyone plays 

Because for this fun we go to prarie wind park that is far away from us 

Because I don’t enjoy cricket and the splash park would be good with the hot weather we get. 

Because I have small children, and if would benefit them to have a place close to home where they can 
go and use it on hit summer days. A waddaling look would be a great idea too!! 

Because I like sports and I like the open concept. The open concept appeals to me 

Because I love playing cricket and I believe Calgary needs better pitches and grounds for cricket. 

Because I saw so many people played cricket in this community 
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Because i think largely cricket is a big sport in the community most of the kids and adults play it. 
Something tk enjoy for the adults as well as kids 

Because it could be used by anyone as a single use is limited to some people 

Because it engages all people of community to get together not just the cricket people. and there is 
already close by cricket spots 

Because it gives us freedom for versatile dances to be considered for mass moments in the city. thank 
you yyc! 

because it is a fairly new community and there’s not a lot of options for every age group to be around so 
i think it’ll be nice to have a common area for everyone as a mixed amenity 

Because it will be very good if these types of park will be nearby 

Because it will provide purpose to more people to visit the park 

Because it will serve multipurpose 

Because it’s mixed abnd we need indoor community center. 

Because its a new community and there are a lot of young family’s moved here with very young kids 

Because kids wants and it’s limited in Calgary 

Because not everyone plays sports and we need a mixed park that will cater to all residents 

Because that’s fastest growing sports in NE and we are in dire need to cricket grounds. 

because the cornerstone community is growing in population day by day and just a cricket pitch won’t 
benefit the majority in any way. 

Because there are very few cricket pitches in Calgary and its good to have one where matches can be 
played 

Because there is more variety for the children who play there. 

Because this large area are useful for our young generation and physical activities 

Because we have a lot of young families here with lots of children. So having a splash park would be 
ideal and great for young families like us. 

Because we have here so many people in calgary who play cricket a lot and wherever we go it's booked 
already so we want a cricket ground like this too.  
I will really appreciate if we get more facilities like this. 

Being a cricket player myself and being part of the community I feel like we need more proper cricket 
grounds in the city 

Best choice for all kinds of family and kids. Not just one particular group. 

Best to have several amenities to maintain diversity. Not everyone in the community may be interested 
in cricket. 
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Better for a community filled with small children 

Better for kids 

Better option 

Better place for kids, playground for kids 

Brings more different people with varying interests of the community together. 

Can be used by many 

Can be used by more people 

Cater individual families needs. 

Certainly! A mixed amenity offers diverse recreational options, accommodating a broader range of 
interests and preferences within a community. This inclusivity promotes widespread usage, making the 
space more versatile and appealing to a larger audience. In contrast, a single large cricket ground might 
cater primarily to cricket enthusiasts, limiting its overall community engagement. By providing various 
amenities, you enhance the overall utility and accessibility of the space, fostering a sense of community 
and shared enjoyment. 

Children can enjoy it. Many moms don't know driving can take their kids. 

Children splash, large siting area, sheds. Picnic areas 

Community need a cricket pitch. 

Concept B 

Concept B 

Concept B 

Concept B 

Concept B 

Concept B  - Mixed amenity 

Concept b because we need amenities 

Concept B because you get a lot more uses. Would love a spray park for our young kids. As I'm sure a 
lot of people would with there being many young kids in this community. 

Concept B this concept will be suitable for everyone not just for cricket only 

Concept B with spray park 

Concept B would be best as multiple amenities benefit all kids with different ages 

Concept one would be great for the whole community. I can see it will allow more multicultural family 
and different ages to use. Out of NE Calgary I have never seen any splash park. And for cricket park I 
have already seen many being provided; which include in saddletown, rotary challenge park (west wind) 
and other different communities. I find this very unfair. 

Concept-B 

Conespt B and water park 
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Could we also please include in the plan a fenced dog park for small and large dogs 

Cricjet is a growing sport bur does not havr rhe facilities therefore a cricket ground qould really help 
promote the sport 

Cricket 

Cricket area 

Cricket game can engage the community. 

Cricket ground 

Cricket ground should not in the public park. 

Cricket ground. 

Cricket is a fast growing sport in Calgary and we should try our best to promote it by adding more 
amenities to give opportunities to upcoming generations engaging in the sport. 

Cricket is a growing sport in our community and need more support. 

Cricket is a sport that is most popular in that community in the Summers. 

Cricket is booming in the city especially in the NE and we have limited facilities so this would go a long 
way to providing support for this growing sport. 

Cricket is like any other sport, and we have only few places where we can play , more over the market 
for cricket is in billions, giving young enthusiasts a very good opportunity to build a career and build a 
name for Canada in the International Cricket. 

Cricket is one specific sport that identifies with largely one community/ethnic community. There are 
people from different heritages and cultures living in cornerstone and I wouldn't want to limit the 
versatility of the park/large area to just one sport. Mixed amenity such as a splash park along with other 
uses does give access to adults and children. Cornestone has many children and families and a mixed 
amenity design would allow for activities that the whole family can enjoy. 

Cricket is only for cricket playing people 
Splash Park is for everyone 

Cricket needs to be given more importance as there are very few fields but tons of players. Other field 
sports ground sit empty 

Cricket pitch 

Cricket pitch 

Cricket pitch 

Cricket Pitch 

cricket pitch 

Cricket pitch 

Cricket Pitch 

Cricket pitch 
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Cricket pitch  
It will encourage more events on evening and weekends throughout the summer 

Cricket pitch as we know games keeps depression away and cricket has been growing sport in calagary 
. 

Cricket pitch is already developing in cornerbrook 
I recommend to have splash park as it is good source for kids and seniors to enjoy and spend time 

Cricket sport is highly under served 

Crickey, volleyball and playing area for kids 

Criket pitch functional for all seasons. Splash park optimal mostly for summertime. 

Dedicating the area to only one amenity would help only a small population. Having multiple amenities 
would-be useful for larger group of people. 

Different age groups and types of people can use. 

Different amenities can cater to different taste of audience 

different groups can enjoy the open space together. 

Different options bring people together with different choices not obligated with one options. Cricket 
pitch does exist in another community closer to cornerstone. 

Due to the neighborhood, where there will be more young families with children, we need more and 
different types of activity area to keep everyone active. 

Easier for parents in the area to take kids as well as there are no rec centre's or large parks in the area. 

engage young kids population in the neighborhood 

Everyone can enjoy including kids 

Everyone can enjoy the space 

Everyone can enjoy. 

Everyone can use splash pads but not everyone can play cricket 

Everyone can use this. 

Everyone have kids at home and so many kids can play at a time, but if it's cricket pitch, only 11 players 
can play for whole day. We need park for families, not for few people 

Everyone should feel included in these activities 

Expand cultural diversity 

Family friendly for all ages. Something unique to the community. 

Family oriented and inclusiveness of younger kids demographic in mind 

For all age groups 

For everyone 

For everyone use cricket pitch will benonly for certain players 

For kids 

For my kids 

Fun for everyone, not everyone can play sports due to disability 

Fun for kids in summer 
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Gives everyone a choice 

Gives more access to different people for different uses 

Great concept for the cricket loving community of cornerstone. 

Great for all children in the summer. As westwinds is always crowded. 

Helps with all ages. 

Huge kids population not everyone into cricket. Need something that kids can enjoy in winter times. 

I am older and prefer to play sports 

I am wondering if the capability to have any events on the large space is possible such as festivals, or 
seasonal events that attracts all age groups. 

I believe in mixed amenities so many people can enjoy park at the same time. 

I choose Mixed amenity because every one can engage and use the facility 

I chose concept B because it provides variety for all ages. I strongly believe that being exposed to 
various outdoor activities helps us stay active and brings the community closer together. The Cricket 
Pitch is a great idea but not within a community. It should be built outside of the community and be able 
to support the volume of spectators with their own parking area. Hosting an area that large is disruptive 
towards residents because you will get people parking in the residential areas like when Country 
Thunder was being hosted in Prairie Winds. 

I chose Concept B for the mixed amenity because I want access to tennis courts, volley ball courts, 
places to walk, have picnics and barbecues with family and friends.  I also love trees and gardens. 

I don’t like cricket and my kids will use the splash park. 

I don’t play cricket, and my kids would love a splash park. 

I don't think we have a dedicated cricket pitch in the city. 

I feel like having mixed amenity is good because there can be more activities that can be done. 

I have a 2 yr old and the spray park would be something we would use, we do not play cricket. 

I have a child that would love to have a splash park in the area 

I have a young family and I know there are alot of younger families in our community that would love 
this for the summer 
There are already so many places to play cricket. A splash park can't exist without a plan! Put in the 
splash park 

I have kid and I always go to prairie park and it’s far from here so It will be closer for us to go in corner 
stone 

I have kids 

I have kids and lots of families around. 

I have small and they love water. We don't have anything similar to this in the neighborhood. It will be a 
great addition. 

I have small kids and I asked them what they want and they choose the splash park! 

I know lot of kids would like splash park. Only one in the nE and it’s crowded 

I like mixed use -.my family  can go try different sports expose them to variety of spaces 
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I like playing cricket. 

I like the variety offered here. 

I like this with amenities 

I like to have one big ground with other amenities. 

I picked mixed amenity because I know I wouldn’t enjoy a cricket pitch as much asa mixed amenity and 
people I know, my family, and I would go to the park more often and engage more if there was a mixed 
amenity and not as much if there was a cricket pitch and a lot of people I know don’t really enjoy cricket 

I prefer it because there is such a lack of large space cricket fields in the city (especially in the south of 
the city) that any new fields will only help alleviate the back log of teams/fields that are in use. It's a 
growing game and needs the infrastructure to go along with it 

I prefer mixed amenity (Park area 1 Concept B). To me a community park is a place where people come 
together so it should be inclusive of all the different gender, age, and ethnic backgrounds. Dedicating 
such large real estate to just one amenity is discourage engagement from all the different groups 
mentioned above.  e.g. a cricket pitch would only engage a specific age and ethnic group while a mixed 
amenity will provide everyone with an opportunity to be able to enjoy the facilities. 

I prefer mixed amenity especially on Summer time that you can do a lot of things than walking or 
running only 

I prefer the cricket pitch because we need the cricket team in the world because everyone want to tell 
the peoples Canadian have pitch and player the cricket ground is better for summer and people enjoy 
the weekend when the cricket players r playing the cricket so it’s good for youth and community. Thank 
u 

I prefer this because it can be used by all age groups. Children can enjoy splash park in summer and 
flexible space helps other.  
I strongly prefer mixed amenity 

I prefer this concept because it allows for people young and old to come together during hot summer 
weather's to cool and and relax 

I prefer this mixed amenity since there are a lot of kids around here and I can also bring my daughter 
here. 

I think it would be nice for people who aren’t into sports that much. 

I think it would more beneficial to all residents to have a multi use area that has a little bit of everything. 
Having just cricket alienates anyone who doesn't play cricket. 

I think mixed amenity will be more beneficial for diverse group of people. Cornerstone is very diverse 
community so making one big cricket ground will not serve the purpose. if we have open flexible play 
area we can play any sport on it rather just fixing on one ground. 

I think that it would be nice to have something in the community that has space for all types of activities 

I think the community in this part of town will enjoy cricket more than the splash park. Although I do think 
the splash park will also be enjoyed just as much. 
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I think the splash park would allow for a greater percentage of the whole community to use it. We 
already have a cricket pitch fairly close over in Saddletowne and from my observation it's predominantly 
the South East Asian community that uses it...we do not have enough splash parks in the NorthEast 
end of the city - Prairie winds park gets disgustingly congested during the summer months. 

I think this is a good activity for young kids. 

I understand that there is a shortage of cricket pitches in Calgary. 

I want to be active in every sport not just one. 

I would also like to have a picnic area with shed for families 

I would like to know why there is funding for this regional park in the middle of nowhere, while Richmond 
Green Regional Park, inner city, densified area was SOLD to provide funding for its upgrades despite 
ENMAX having record profit to the city. 

I would love for it to be a mixed amenity park with more activities for kids like splash park, rides, tubing 
hill for winters as there are lots of kids in the neighborhood. Just like pararie westwinds 

I would love to see mixes amenity in my area 

I would not use a cricket pitch but would be nice to have a spray park or place for birthday parties 

I’d like to see an outdoor pool and splash park like in Prairie Winds Park.  The pool would be great 
summer enjoyment. 

If it is a Mixed amenity people of all ages can participate. There is no such places nearby so would like 
to have such place that could be fun for all. 

Immigrants from south Asia like India, Pakistan prefers cricket and believe there aren't sufficient 
grounds for cricket. 

In summar time we play cricket every week and we don’t have a specific ground for it 

In the summer time a splash park would be highly used by kids and adults 

Introducing cricket in Canada 

Is good for kids during hot summer days were they can enjoy nice cool water in the community instead 
of traveling outside of there community to enjoy these facilities 

It allows for more participation by all groups of people 

It allows more variety in activities and gives more people and different ages to be involved 

It appeals to a larger group. 
There are lots of children here… spray park would be fabulous addition 

It benefits every body 

It caters to more types of people 
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It give more options for everyone 

It gives an open area a chance to be used by everyone. Sports pitches remain closed to public use due 
to maintenance 

it gives an opportunity for full participation for old and young 

It helps family including kids and every age people in a family 

It is a much needed amenity in  the city. The lack of cricket pitches in the communities leads to a lot of 
youth missing out on the sport they love. Driving around the city I have noticed crowded school 
playgrounds without the proper facility to accommodate the cricket players. This will go a long ways to 
helping direct those kids to the proper facility and playing the sport in the way it’s meant to be played. 

It is fair for everyone since all the kids and other people can use mix amenities 

it is good for multi cultural and multi family activities. 

It is good for the kids to play, there are many cricket pitches in close proximity in North east 

It is more inclusive and can cater to a wider variety of uses. It has things for all ages instead of a cricket 
pitch which caters to a specific age group and demographic. 

It is more inclusive for different types of people with different ages, a abilities and interests. There is 
more areas for people to gather than just one space which feels like it is not the best usage in an area 
that is in desperate need of more gathering spaces. I would be more likely to bring friends and families 
to a more dynamic space with multiple options rather than just a cricket pitch 

It is open for everyone. Cricket pitch will be restricted 

It looks like it could have a level running/walking track around the outside. I’d really love such an 
amenity. Sloped meandering pathways are not great for limited mobility. 

It much more fun 

It should be there for all age groups to enjoy kids adults and seniors families. If it will one specific pitch 
or court like cricket then what about others who do not do those sports. So it should be mixed 
ameneties 

It will allow more people of all age groups to engage in physical activity. 

It will be good to have mixed amenity rather than focus on any one sport 

It will be great for kids during summer time 

It would be awesome if me and my family can live near a cricket pitch since we are big cricket fans. 

It would be good to have mixed amenity because the cricket pitch takes more space, and there should 
be clean washrooms. 

It would cater to more people and more interests in a very diverse area of the city. 

It would serve a more diverse age population. 

It’s a young couple community and I see lots of kids around who needs different kind of activities to 
learn and explore. It will be great to have mixed concept so that everyone can enjoy the space created. 
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It’s accessible to more people 

It’s better for people to cool down in the summer and it’s more fun for children 

It’s better to have mixed amenities rather than focusing on one sport (cricket). I don’t play cricket! 

it’s one of the most played sport in calgary and many people would choose cricket ground as an option 

It’s the need of the area. 

It’s unique and will help children experience a fun summer activity while being cost effective. 

its comunity park 

its for mixed communities 

It's good for kids , it's a newer community nothing good there no fun for kids 

it's more diverse, all ages of people can enjoy. 

Its nov 1 2023. Canada cricket team selected for world level T20 tournament.  Cricket is growing in our 
area and country. Lets give a great and best cricket pitch to players. So one day canada will be 
recognized as a growing country. 

Just more fun for little kids 

Kid friendly 

Kid’s friendly 

Kids enjoy it during summer.There is not much spray park in this area,so we need one here 

Kids friendly 

Kids friendly 

Kids friendly summer activities 

kids love splash park, and right now we have to travel far to go. 

Kids love splash parks 

Kids love splash parks 

Kids need this in summer thats why we go prairie winds park 

Kids will enjoy this a lot 

Kids will have more options to play rather than one big area for cricket which already exists in a nearby 
skyview park 

Kids will have some fun activities to do and parents will be happy. 

Kids, teenagers,working people and retired adults should be able to use it. 

Lack of cricket ground 

Lack of cricket pitches in Calgary 

Lack of cricketing facility around N.E. calgary 
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Large central area 

Leave room for a dog park 

Less grounds for cricket ,  so can be utilized 

Less number of cricket grounds is hampering the cricket fraternity in Calgary. We appreciate city to look 
into it. We only 3-4 grounds dedicated to cricket in the entire city of Calgary with a huge cricket fraternity 
of 130+ teams and huge leagues. More grounds will give more game time. Water park are important but 
we have many and it doesn’t take the entire ground for it. 

Less space for dog poop to be left uncleaned, more activities for the kids to do 

Like the way is our community expanding and kids has not many places in NE 

Looks great for activities n big games 

Lots of kids in area & it would be good for them 

Lots of kids in neighborhood. 

Lots of kids in the area ! 

Lots of young children in this area as well as teens and young adults. Would be amazing to have mixed 
amenities for all ages. 

Lots of young families here that would benefit from the splash park 

Many can use 

Many families with kids and there is no where close by to take kids to swim or even splash park. This is 
very much needed in this area. It will also attract more people. 

Mire inclusive 

Mix amenity 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Mixed amenities 

Mixed amenities 

Mixed Amenities 

Mixed amenities 

Mixed amenities because a splash park would bring more children out 

Mixed amenities because different for different culture and lifestyle to choose from. 

Mixed amenities concept is preferred. Splash parks are common in many other communities across 
Canada and having one in the New North East would be used by far more users than a single use site 
dedicated for one sport. 

Mixed amenities offer more choice/variety for the community. 
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Mixed Amenities Splash Park 

Mixed amenities splash park 

Mixed amenities Will be in of favour of different accommodation and activities 

Mixed amenities. Cricket takes lot of space and will.be used by very few no..of individuals 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 
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Mixed Amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed Amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity 

Mixed amenity - more functional for all people and all demographics 

Mixed Amenity - provides multi function use, including splash park for children which will allow for the 
young families in the area a place for relaxation and meet other young families. 

Mixed amenity (splash park and so) 

Mixed Amenity (splash park) 

Mixed amenity allows for everyone to use the space as needed for their family. I also like the splash 
park for children. 

Mixed amenity allows for more diverse types of activities and things to do and I think is a better use of 
the space. 

Mixed amenity along with splash park 

Mixed amenity appeals more to the larger neighborhood and can have multiple uses 

Mixed amenity as there are a variety of families in this neighbourhood and we would love the options to 
do several things and not just have a cricket field 

Mixed amenity as we don’t have this in our area 

Mixed amenity can be used by kids youngsters and adult age groups. So I would go with it. 

Mixed amenity can serve multiple age groups. Also these types of amenities will be enjoyed by people 
with different preferences and interests.  
If we designate the entire area to just one sport then 95% of kids or other age groups will be left out.  
If we designate such large space to just one sport it’s a waste of space . 

Mixed amenity definitely, it allows much more of the community to use the space. 
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Mixed Amenity is use ful for people with different interest. A cricket pitch will be only useful for few 
people who uses it where as mixed amenity will be utilized by everyone in the community. 

mixed amenity like splash park 

Mixed amenity splash park 

Mixed Amenity Splash Park 

Mixed amenity splash park 

Mixed amenity splash park 

Mixed amenity -splash park. Lots of young families and with small children will benefit from it 

Mixed amenity will attract all age group, gender and races. 

Mixed amenity will be more accommodating to different age groups 

Mixed amenity will give option for more age groups to enjoy at the park 

Mixed amenity will have more options for public. Splash park is needed for kids as we don’t have any in 
nearby communities. 

Mixed amenity with cricket pitch as well for mixed sport usage. 

Mixed amenity with splash park. 

Mixed amenity with splash park. This will best for kids they can enjoy through out the year. 

Mixed amenity would appeal to a wider group of people. A splash park would be perfect for children and 
there are many in this area. With summers being hotter this seems like a more useful idea. 

Mixed Amenity would be the best with a tennis court, basketball ground and water area. 

Mixed amenity would suit better for this multi-cultural communities of Cornerstone, Skyview Ranch and 
Redstone. 

Mixed Amenity would support all families who wish to utilise the space. 

Mixed amenity, splash park is a great way to engage the whole family along with kids of all ages. 

Mixed amenity. I prefer this because it gives access to all types of people to enjoy the park and not 
limited to just sports. This area has a large population of kids and youngsters whi would enjoy mixed 
amenities. Whereas cricket is played in the age group of 28-40 years old only. 

Mixed amenity. 
 
I think this caters to the diversity of the area as not everyone is interested in one particular 
sport/amenity. 

Mixed amenity: more residents can enjoy and take part in different activities 
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Mixed amenties can be used by all age of people as well as by the people with different sports interest 
as well. I love cricket, I used to play cricket but a cricket pitch ground will be unfare for other people live 
in community and don’t have an interest in cricket.. 

Mixed brings diversity 

Mixed is always better and we should have a cricket pitch too in it. 

Mixed is better for more diversity rather than an open space for just cricket 

Mixed Park 

Mixed so more people and more age groups can enjoy. 

Mixed will give chance for people with different choices to utilize the facilities rather than just 1 sports 
activity used by 1 type of use 

Mixed with splash park 

Mixend amenity is good for residents as they made it in the Livingston area. The Mix amenity should be 
for local and surrounding areas for both adults and especially for kids. Try good use of space like 
Shouldies Park not like Prairewind Park. City-made Shouldies Parke is very nice and colourful and kids 
like it The city uses good space of Shouldies park. Please don't make park like Prairewind  
 
If a made park in the shape of the ground like soccer or Cricket - outsiders will come only and play and 
not beneficial for local kids and the local community and it will only create traffic chaos like what 
happened in Cityscape. 
 
Make Splash park, Picnic table, colourful playground, small ground for cricket and Soocer and specially 
for basketball, Tennis court. 
 
Please don't make parks like Cityscape -it's a total waste of money and space. 
 
Thank you 

more (redacted) will come out 

More accessibility to kids and families and people who don't play cricket. It's less restricted and more 
open. 

More activities for a larger group of people 

More activities to enjoy! 

More amenities for a variety of age groups in the community 

More appealing for families. Lots of young families in this area. 

More choices 

more choices more people 

More civilians will get use of the park 

More diverse and options for both kids and adults 

More facilities 

More family friendly. 
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More for everyone. Not all people like one thing so having multiple options is best. 

More fun for the summer time 

more inclusive to the population, can be used by more people 

More number of people can use space in same time 

More number of people will use 

More opions for everyone 

More options 

More options and will get more use. 

More options for people of all ages in recreation 

More options for use. 

More options to include the diverse needs 

More people and kids can engage 

More People can enjoy it. 

More people can use the space and not on specific group. 

more people can use the space because of the different activities 

More people can use this park. 

More people need to engage. Cricket pitch limits that 

More people will benefit from it 

More people will get benefit from park. 

More people would be able to use the amenities 

More people would engage and enjoy the park if there was more than one activity that could be done 
and parents could have their kids enjoy many things other than ONLY cricket 

More usage and variety that fits many residents and lifestyles 

More use of space and more amenities  
Rather than single use 

More variety 

more variety 

more variety 

More variety and dynamic space 

More variety for more of the people of the community to enjoy. Just a cricket field is limiting. 

More variety of use.  There are already smaller sports fields in nearby communities. 

More variety so everyone can enjoy 

More versatile and more options for the overall community population that is not targeted for a specific 
group. 

more versatile and would encourage use by more people as there is more likely something for everyone 
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Most communities in the area has already cricket and football fields and as a observed in the houses in 
the communities kids love to play basketball as well so it will be good for the commnuniry to have 
basketball courts as well and at the same time swimming pool during summer cause the swimming pool 
n prarie winds are always full during summer time 

Most families has young kids  
Would be beneficial for them 

Most of people in these communities like cricket. 

Most of the people who lives in North East Area love to play Cricket 🏏 and watch . Having Pitch and 

other amenities with it will give them enough opportunities to come out and play the game they love .  
Also having a splash park kids would love it and families can enjoy it in summer . 

Multi options for kids and families 

Multiple ameneties 

Multiple amenities appeal to a wider population and same space can be enjoyed by more people as 
opposed to a single purpose design like a cricket field. There is a desire for more walkable spaces away 
from traffic in this community. 

Multiple options for more activities and people 

Multuple options for everyone rather than the other option just for cricket. 

My family loves this and fits our needs. 

My kids love to play cricket and there is hardly any place for them to play 

Nearby communities have a majority of young families with small or growing kids. So assigning area to 
splash park and mix of other amenities will benefits all kinds of people, instead of dedicating the whole 
area to a specific sport. Also if splash park is designed keeping every age group in mind can become a 
very good attraction. Example Chinguacousy Park in brampton, Ontario. Also the nearest splash park to 
cornerstone area is minimum 20kms. Prairie wind park or travel to airdrie or NW 

Nearby splash park is Prarie wind park and is very nice , but it is very busy in summer . We want some 
water fun for kids in that area as we'll.Im living in skyview 

Nearest spray park is Prairie winds park which is far away. Redstone, cornerstone, cityscape, skyview 
and savanna can benefit from this. 

Need every age group to use the facility. 

Need proper ground and pitch to okay cricket in Calgary 

Need something for kids 

Need space for outdoor games such as cricket. 

Neither. I would like a fenced in off leash dog park please. 

No splash park is around 

No splash park nearby  already have fields for cricket. 

North East Community has majority of Diverse population that belongs to South Asia( INDIA PAKISTAN 
BANGLADESH AfghanistaN and SriLanka.) And south asians love cricket more than anything else :) 
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Not everyone enjoys or plays cricket; mixed amenity is preferred as it does not discriminate against 
anyone. Just because it’s located in the NE it doesn’t mean we have to have a cricket pitch; people all 
over the city can use it if it’s mixed amenities. 

Not everyone plays cricket 

not everyone plays cricket and this is going to serve a huge community of people 

Not everyone plays cricket or any single sports. Park with mixed amenities will help kids and residents 
to engage in various activities and connect as a community. 

Not everyone plays cricket, but there are lots of kids who will enjoy the splash park. 

Not everyone plays cricket. More variety, more people able to use the amenity 

NOT interested in CRICKET.  Need different things to bring community together . WE NEED A DOG 
PARK!! 

Not limited to only Cricket ground, It has to have something for all ages. 

Nothing for children available in NE 

Number of young people are growing in  the town, and it's time for city of Calgary to develop few good 
cricket pitches to keep kids off the street. There are many football.and baseball grounds unused where 
cricketers play cricket without looper pitches in NE. 

One big cricket pitch 

One large sport amenity 

One large sports amenities so we could have more kabaddi matches for punjabi people to enjoy. 
(Kabaddi is a punjabi wrestling match) 

One sport does not serve the interests of such a large community. We should be catering to different 
needs and interests. Additionally, there is a cricket ground in nearby communities 

Only few and dedicated can play cricket . Mixed amenity can be used by everybody specifically kids . 

Park 1 Concept B 

Park 1 Concept B 

Park 1 Concept B - Mixed amenity 

Park 1 Concept B.  There will be more choices and variety of activities to do. 

Park Area 1 Concept A 

Park Area 1 Concept A 

Park Area 1 Concept A 

Park area 1 concept A 

Park area 1 concept A 
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Park area 1 concept A cricket ground 

Park area 1 concept a 
I prefer cricket pitch 

Park area 1 concept B 

Park Area 1 Concept B 

Park Area 1 Concept B 

Park Area 1 Concept B 

Park Area 1 concept B 

Park area 1 concept B 

Park Area 1 concept B 

Park Area 1, concept B 

park area 1concept B 

Park area concept A 

People have different preferences for activities, so offering multiple amenities invites more people to use 
the space. 

People of all ages can participate and stay healthy 

People who stay around like yis game 

place for children 

Play area for kids, swing slides, ziplines etc 

Please consider all ages. In a mixed amenity park, you are accommodating all ages. There will be 
something for everyone to enjoy rather than the park being designed for primarily one activity, that 
younger kids cannot enjoy. 

Police and fire and transit and about 250 % less parking enforcement and a cut in property tax to 2015 
levels as I’m 1000 more now then in 2015 with only increasing parking athority in area 

Prefer multiple amenities because not everyone likes cricket. I have little kids who would love a splash 
park and swimming! 

preferred mixed amenity for variety of usage to cater to different ages. Also, northeast has lots of 
toddlers and graders who would benefit this kind of mixed amenity. 

Promotes more people engaging with the community 

Provides amenities for all 

Really want a mixed amenity splash Park!! 

Serves the interest of all: inclusive 

Seviour shortage of cricket facilities 

Should have variety of options for people to choose from. 

Since it’s mixed it has a variety of recreational spaces and will have something for everyone, each 
person in the community instead of just those who enjoy cricket. 
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Skating rink 

So all ages can enjoy the park, concept 1 is only very limited age mainly adults will play cricket but for 
family and senior citizens concept 2 is will serve all ages needs as it still has a big field which can be 
used for any kind of games 

So every one can enjoy 

So everyone would enjoy including kids and young children. not everybody plays cricket 

So it can be used by kids, seniors and young people. 

So kids can enjoy both summer and winter 

So kids can enjoy the park. 

So that many people can enjoy at the same time 

So that people of different age groups can use the facilities. 

So there is space for every age group. 

Something for everyone! 

Something for everyone! 

Space for multiple amenities would better suit the community as a whole, as there would be enough 
space for people to do different things. 

Space will entaintain more audience. 
Please include tennis court as well ,Nearest city tennis court is 25 minutes driver from cornerstone. 

Specific areas for specific needs make the most sense to me 

Splash area 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash Park 

Splash park 

Splash Park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park 

Splash park and pagoda is needed in this area. The NE needs more places for kids because there is 
more kids crammed into the area then the rest of the City. 
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Splash park can be used with kids while open space and cricket is for adults only. 

Splash park for the kids!! 

splash park is good during summer for kids to enjoy. also there is a lot of dogs  by the communities 
nearby so it would be nice to have a fenced dogpark too 

Splash park is open to numerous children in the area and open to each and every group. While a cricket 
pitch is only for the one group of people that play cricket and doesn’t open up for everyone. 

Splash park mainly for kids 

Splash park mixed amenity 

Splash park with multi purpose activity so children and other age people can enjoy together. 

Splash park would be an area that we would be likely to use for our family. 

Splash park 
Cricket can be played in an open field anywhere 
We are in Canada why not outdoor rink? 
I understand the demographic and all but seriously 

Splash park, yes please 

Splash park. We have kids and they would love a water park. 

Spray park is really needed for the kids,specially in summer.there are bunch of cricket fields in NE but 
so far only one in west wind park.we really want to have one spray park in cornerstone 

suitable for toddlers as well 

Swimming pool 

That way more people could come out and play cricket 

That way most people with different interests can enjoy the space and can do various activities at one 
place. 

The area is filled with new families and little kids, for a splash park we have to drive all the way to prairie 
winds, which is quite a ride, if we had a mixed amenity space close by it would be good for the growing 
families around 

the city is in need of a full size cricket ground - mainly in NE area 

The city is lacking cricket grounds and they are needed for the growing needs of the sports being 
adopted by Calgarians. Professional players and clubs will get the much needed space to play and 
practice the sport. 
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The city is vastly under served when it comes to spray parks and pools. Would love to see this be a 
spray park that had sand and water at it (city of Edmonton does this very well) there are a lot of families 
here that would use it. 

The entire community can enjoy the facility 

The idea of mixed amenity will give opportunity to all age groups to get best use of park rather than 
using the park for only restricted interest of cricket. 

The kids will have somewhere close to swim. Prairie winds park is always so packed. We another 
splash park closer. And the kids love water parks 

the large sports field would allow for more flexibility and both kids and adults could get a good amount of 
use out of that, the splash park would probably only be popular a couple of months out of the year when 
kids are not in school and it’s warm enough to enjoy 

The layout with multiple amenities will be better use of the space as this would have more to offer for 
the every age group and also people with different interest. Even though I am big fan of Cricket but I 
would prefer a space that has something to offer everyone in the community. This is the reason, I would 
prefer this concept. 

The mixed amenity allows choices for its users rather than just a single option. 

The neighborhood around cornerstone and within cornerstone itself there are a lot of new families with 
smaller children and I think having a splash park as well as a dry park would be a hit ! Especially with 
our hot summers. 

The whole city is short of cricket pitches 

There already is a cricket field in savannah /Saddletown area. No need to duplicate. A water park would 
be something new and beneficial for the area 

there are 2 large empty fields and i have never seen anyone play cricket.  Also cricket is able to be 
played in and empty field, might not be a cricket pitch, but it can be played.  An AMAZING splash park 
with a playground will bring a large amount of diverse people and their money into the community for 
the local businesses. 

There are a lot of kids in the community, and it is difficult to find parks and play places that are not over 
crowded. Having more of these spaces would be appreciated. 

There are already enough cricket fields in the NE 
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There are enough mixed parks and multi amenity parks. Need more cricket only parks with proper 
cricket pitches so that cricket can grow in Calgary and more and more cricketers join the national cricket 
team in the future. The current cricket team in Canada is dominated by Toronto and Surrey cricketers. 

There are lots of young families with children in the area. A splash park is the perfect place to hang out 
in during the summer to meet your neighbours and cool off. There's already a cricket pitch nearby. 

There are many kids in the Cornerbrook Community. We lack amenties around the area for the kids. 

There are more activities available for the community 

There are no cricket grounds anywhere. Let the sport grow bigger. 

There are no splash anywhere near north of Calgary. This would be great as there are many kids in the 
skyview, redstone and cornerstone areas. 

There are no splash parks in newest communities near cornerstone. There need to be something fun for 
toddlers. Also, people will have more options in mixed amenity concept over one large sport amenity 
concept. 

There are not many water parks close to our area. Kids of all ages can enjoy this in summers. 

There are other large amenity areas planned in the community. 

There are so many kids around this area and nothing close by for kids to enjoy and have fun. Splash 
park and multiple amenities will be great. 

There aren’t any cricket pitches in cornerstone or redstone, and due to the increase in cricketers in 
calgary every year, I think it would be a good option. Due to there being so many cricketers in calgary, 
the existing fields are always booked out in the summer.  
Cricket is also very common among teenagers now, just like me. 

There aren’t enough splash parks near by, so one in our community would be perfect for the kids 

There is a new cricket facility not far from Cornerstone already in Saddletown. 

There is a real shortage of cricket pitches in Calgary. Cricket is a great sport at bringing people from 
communities together regardless of their background. 

There is a variety of sport spaces available everyone can try different sports (baseball soccer) and there 
is basketball courts in second concept 

There is already a cricket pitch in Cornerbrook nearby to this regional park. 
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There is already cricket parks in the upper NE. We need more amenities for children and a splash pad 
is a more ideal with many young families in this quadrant 

There is no cricket pitch in calgary NE 

There is no single proper cricket ground in calgary 

There is no splash park nearby for this region kids like Skyview, Cityscape, Redstone and Cornerstone. 

There is no splash park nearby. 

There is no splashpark or water park close to cornerstone and we always have to go to prairie winds 
and its always super crowded because its the only waterpark in the Ne area 

There is not a single splash park in the area or neighbouring areas. 

There is only one splash park in the ne and this is a needed amenity in the ne. 

There would be a lot more to do compared to a large sports amenity. I feel like having that open amenity 
wouldn't be as shared as it would possibly be booked out for certain events, whereas the mixed amenity 
is open for everyone for all uses to be shared at all times. 

There’s no water splash around areas.lots of kids love it 

These communities need for kids 

This caters to a larger demographic variety than only to one specific group 

This concept covers all age groups and kids will love this in splash park in summer 

This concept gives a chance for the kids in the community to enjoy new and different experiences 

This concept gives many options that allow people to enjoy different amenities meeting the 
requirements for most 

this concept has got multiple things to enjoy as family. 

This concept will actively engage children as conerstone is mostly occupied by young families with 
growing children. 

This is good for all ages. 

This is great for kids during the summer! 

This mixed amenity’s will serve more people with varied age group. Beneficial to all. 

This Option Encourages Pepole To Vist The Park, Making The Community More Vibrant 

This option is better for families 
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This reaches more demographics. This is a very family friendly neighborhood, and a spray park would 
make our area much more attractive and enjoyable during the summer. It feels boring and barren here 
right now. 

This space would be more flexible for a variety of ages and groups. There are many young families in 
this neighborhood who would benefit from the use of a variety of activities as we are so far from other 
similar opportunities in the city. 

This sport  is grwoing at a fast pace.. 

This will be more usable for larger cohort of community members where Cricket it played only by 22 
Players at a time 

This will serve purpose for many people. 

This will serve the community inclusively. And will provide support to the newer family in the community. 
Plus the kids will have a safe environment to enjoy during the hot summer days. 

This would be great 

This would be more useful given the majority resident are young parents and will have fun filled time 
with their kids. Parents can have leisure family time close to home without going heavy on budget and 
less travel time. 

To promote and grow youth cricket and support the work Future Stars Cricket is doing. 

Too many cricket fields in the NE 

Usage by all age groups of community will be higher with cricket pitch as compared to splash park 
which caters to only younger residents. 

Variety of activities can benefit the majority 

Variety of options to do in the park 

Variety will accommodate more of the people’s interests. 

Very few cricket pitch is available in Calgary and the community is growing 

Very few options for cricket which needs to be encouraged more. 

We already have many park with mixed amenities but we really need cricket ground as most 
communities nearby is south Asian and they love cricket it also generate interest on next generation into 
sport which could be beneficial for canada overall  
Also it has multi use overall time with its open area availability 

We already have one cricket ground in cornerbrook 

We already have one cricket ground in cornerbrook 

We already have other cricket space in Cornerstone, but we have no splash anywhere close. 
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We are missing it in Cornerstone 

We are severally short on cricket pitches in NE 

We are very short on cricket facilities in calgary 

We can have a variety of different things. I know that there are not a lot of public pools that are 
accessible for people who can not afford an indoor one. Also a volleyball court in the NE would be very 
beneficial as much places don’t offer a volleyball court (free or non-free) 

We do not have a splash park 

We do not have enough cricket ground in Calgary, you can also play other sports on cricket ground 
while the cricket ground is available. 

We don’t have a splash park nearby 

We don’t have close by any splash park 

We dont a proper cricket pitch for our players in the whole wide province 

We don't have any splash pad near our community. But we do have many cricket ground sites 
available. 

we dont have anything closer in the area for kids and this is perfect for them 

We don't have many splash pads for kids in NE 

We dont have one close to our area 

We dont have these in our area. 

We have alot of kids, also it has amenities that everyone will use and enjoy, also this concept uses all 
the land and maximizes any dead space 

We have kids and they would love it. 

We have kids that would get better use out of Mixed amenity park 

We have large playgrounds but don't have splash area fpr kids during summer. 

We have multiple playgrounds but no splash park near by except for Prairie Winds Park. This would be 
a 2 min drive instead of 15 mins. 

We have pitches in cornerstone, nearest splash park is in westwinds 

We need a proper cricket pitch in calgary and NE is the main cricket zone for that 

We NEED a splash park up here or a wadding pool  there are so many children in the area ( including 
my 5 kiddos). The closest one is in castleridge.  Everyone loves a spray park ect and everyone in the 
community could use it where if it where cricket or sports field  not everyone could use it as only certain 
ethnicities know how and play cricket and won’t let others join.   Same with any other sports field  not 
everyone can play soccer or things like that and that is more age specific where as a spray park is for 
everyone  no matter your ethnicity.   We have enough sport fields around here including a cricket one 
just over in Skyview and soccer /. Football fields in all the school fields. We honestly don’t need any 
more sport fields up here   I say a splash park and in the winter turned into a  skating rink or something 
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We need cricket pitch as they are are lot of children, teenagers and adults that play the sport. Spray 
park is not feasible due to infections that can spread easily 

We need dog park for big dogs and for small dogs 

We need more cricket field 

We need more cricket grounds as the sport is growing massively in Calgary but not enough facilities. 

We need more cricket pitches as no of cricketers growing in the town. 

We need more cricket pitches in the northeast. There’s not enough and most are always taken 

We need more splash parks 

We need outdoor activity for kids specifics from indian origin who are die heart fan of the game of 
cricket. 

We need soccer play ground 

We need to cater to a diversity of needs and wants 

We prefer Concept B, because it can be use for multi-purposes. , not all people here are not interested 
or don’t know how to play the cricket. 

We prefer mixed amenity as people from diverse interests and age groups will be able to use it 

We would want so a dog park for big dogs and small dogs to have a place for oir beloved dogs who we 
consider family too. A mini golf would be a nice addition to set it apart from other regional parks. Bike 
trails and beach or lake would be a nice spot during the summer for water sports for paddle boarding 
and alike 

Will cater to all population from young children to older adults 

Will give the kids in the community more to do! A splash park would be amazing. 

Will provide more options to the community, not everyone plays cricket 

Wishing more parks where we can recreative amenities such as volleyball, place where I can run and 
just enjoy. Almost like Stanley park around the NE area. 

With Multiple amenities different age groups can enjoy 

With the heavily populated area of NE belonging to Asians like residents from Pakistan and India, 
cricket is the best choice. 

With the schools opening up in the area a field isn't as beneficial to the community as say a splash park. 

Works for all ages, kids/adults. 

Would be more fun especially for kids 
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Would benefit the community by bringing people who are interested in many things together. Mixed 
amenity’s will incorporate more than one interest into the park. 

Young families with little kids in cornerstone 

 

Park 1: Court Area 

Rank the following types of courts by preference. Drag your choices to the empty box on the right to sort 

them with most preferred at the top. Why did you rank these the way you did? 

- Basketball court because we need more footballers to tackle us and help us navigate us to the NFL. 
Clearly I don't know much NBA, but that's the main reason. We might need to consider improving head 
knowledge by showcasing our cities citizens here in these improved courts. That's what I you love to 
see. Starts with me though being active.  
- Volleyball is ranked #2 (preferably #1 I just can't put it against the sport that everyone adores more in 
the ymca's I visit in our city). Don't get me wrong. I love this sport.. man.. I say we need improved parks 
to acccomdoate the lovers of our sport here and play on! Everybody else will automatically join wants it 
continues on. Thank you yyc.  
- Throwback is ranked #3 because I am open to this idea because it is my first time noticing that it is 
significant. I like I just recently googled it. I am cocrned that the cost won't exactly profit or even 
encourage. I hope this works well though. Just be careful here. 
- Tennis courts are ranked #4. It's because executing this will take seldom and indefinite time, but I am 
not a fan of it especially since I was not putting more effort to try new sports. Let's use what we have 
with and display athletes playing them enjoyable. It's always fun for me, especially when I was at 
prairire winds park NE! I played with fellow comrades who are asian decent! (Pls. this is not a racist 
comment thanks!). 

 -we need more tennis courts in the ne 
-ive never seen a vball court in a community before 
-bball is overrated 

0 for all. I would rather have a dog obstacle course. 

1 basket ball 
2 tennis court 

1. We have very limited/none Volleyball courts in and around Cornerstone, it would be a good hangout 
sport in the summer months especially beach volleyball will be a show stealer.  
2. Tennis is an interesting sport and we have limited or no courts in the near vicinity. 
 3 & 4 really doesn't matter to me as most of the YMCA's and other sports clubs are providing those 
servecis. But Volleyball is something which we need to consider as that service is not provided in any 
Wellness Center/Sport Club 

4-5 Tennis Rinks very good , Because tennis is more popular than all other games included. 
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A basketball court, tennis court, and volleyball court will cater to different ethnic groups who live in the 
area as well as guests coming from different parts of Calgary. An indoor basketball court will be great 
for all year round use 

A cricket field as well as the splash park would be my pick but we need to mix up the amenities. There 
are far too many basketball courts and baseball diamonds. 

A good soccer field would be the best choice which easily can be used for other purposes but options 
haven’t been provided,there are already few basketball courts are available around the area,so it’s the 
least favourite choice,same for tennis and throw ball, beach is okay but considering the weather of 
Calgary that’s also not a good option but hard surfaces one can be converted into ice rink during winter 
time. 

A large number of people have an interest in these activities. 

A lot of family lives in this community and most kids plays with ball. Either basketball or soccer. 

A lot of people can play volleyball together and anyone can play it . 

A tennis court would be great because one I find they are few around the city, and not any really close 
by. 

According to sports I like 

Activities for youth in the area. 

Again it comes to what will get used mostly basketball is one of those sports everyone enjoys. No need 
for any other equipment besides a ball. Then i chose tennis. Its classy and something for the adults. 

Again, no  nearby Tennis courts. And Tennis is an easy (and inexpensive) sport for people to get into. 
It'sa fun family activity. Same with volleyball. 

All are good, no pref 

All the kids i know around the area want to play basketball 🏀 

Already have basketball courts 

Already number of basketball courts in area but none of the others in the area. 

Already too many areas for cricket and there should be more tennis courts on this side of the NE. 

Amenities ranked higher are those that don't currently exist in the area. Would be nice to see. 

Any age group can play Tennis. 

As a teacher in the area I have seen an overwhelming interest in basketball with not enough amenities 
to support it. I also believe basketball courts and volleyball courts allow for larger groups to engage in 
the activities as opposed to tennis where only a few people could engage. I think basketball and 
volleyball are better suited for the community 

As I like games 

As I see the kids playing 

As in north east we have not many places to paly these sports activity 
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As per the priority of the community I believe 

Based on available options nearby there are not many basketball courts nearby 

Based on individual interests. 

Based on most useful to less useful 

Based on my interests and interests of people my age. 

Based on number of people that play the sports 

Based on popularity 

Based on preference, all of them are good options. 

Based on residents comments, feedback and likings. I want to be part of different amenities available in 
the park to keep myself healthy and fit 

Based on sports interest 

Based on the kids in the community 

Based on what I believe would be most popularly used within the community 

Based on what I see people playing in the area 

Based on what I think is popular opinion. 

Based on what sports I play 

Basic necessary amenities 

Basket ball and tennis court will be good options 

Basket ball and volleyball are my favorite sport 

Basketball 

Basketball because you can play in small or large groups, then volleyball because I don't know of any 
other volleyball courts in the area, there are tennis courts at Prairie Winds Park which is not too far so I 
ranked it third. I don't know what throwball is. 

Basketball can accommodate more number of people together. Also it is good in terms of exercise 
includes running, jumping and concentration on the Basket. 2nd Vollayball is my favorite. 

Basketball can be communal. Tennis court could be used for a few different uses. 

Basketball can be played with many people and also volleyball but tennis is more of a one on one sport 

Basketball court does help. 

Basketball court is already open close to this park with 4 courts so there is no volleyball court in area 

Basketball court we already have nearby. 

Basketball court would be lovely because asian people loves to play basketball court and there is no 
nearby basketball court here in the cornerstone area 
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Basketball encourages engagement with others to be able to play. It is one way getting to know others 
that live within or in nearby communities 

Basketball is a sport most people play, it’s more popular and easier to play, what I mean by easier is all 
you need is a basketball which people usually have, in contrast for Tennis you needs rackets and a ball. 
However, i enjoy tennis too. 

Basketball is always alot of fun 

Basketball is extremely popular in the community, all courts in near proximity remain packed in the 
summer 

Basketball is life and volleyball us not a prioritized sport in the city 

Basketball is most popular amongst adults and kids in area and beach volleyball is easy to learn. 

Basketball is most popular here out of the four 

Basketball is needed. The 2 large ones in Redstone and Skyview are full of teenagers and it's difficult 
for ages 7 to 14 to play as they are often bullied by the older kids. This would give more options and 
reduce foot traffic at the other sites 

Basketball is preferred sports for youth born brought up in Canada 
Wherease volleyball is played by almost all first generation immigrants 
Tennis and theowball follows later cause in all previous communities i have lived in tennis court was 
almost empty year around 

Basketball is quite popular in youth now days. It’ll be easy for parents to promote physical activity in 
children with a court near by. Additionally, volleyball is a fun sport which all ages groups can enjoy. 

basketball is the most commonly played sport in our community and so on. tennis courts are not widely 
available in the NE. 

Basketball is the one I am most familiar with. 

Basketball is very big in the NE, especially with the Filipino population. I think it would be great to have 
some basketball court similar to the ones in downtown with one in the Northeast. Volleyball would also 
be interesting outdoors as it opens more free opportunities. Tennis is a bit oversaturated over our city, 
and I don't know what throwball is. 

Basketball is very popular and doesnt need a lot of equipment to but 

Basketball is very popular with all ages. 
Tennis is also one of the popular game among young, middle and old age. It can also be used to play 
pickle ball game which is again very popular. 
And I assume volleyball is also liked by people at large. 

Basketball seems to be a popular pick among kids, this also teach this sport to all in schools… so this 
would be a inclusive court for all. 
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Basketball seems to be more popular and requires minimal gear 

Be used more this way for all 

Beach volleyball is preference 

Because around the Skyview, Redstone and Cornerstone area there are none of these which would 
make the park different and unique therefore being visited by more people. If you were to build a 
basketball court again it wouldn’t be visited that much as there’s almost around 12 13 or even more 
courts in Skyview , Redstone , cityscape and . 

Because I think volleyball is awesome and we don't have enough of them in the NE 

Because in this way i like to get part in different sports. 

Because it will cover all age groups 

Because its applicable to all ages. It will be a more enjoyable for both little ones and older ones 

Because its better to play volleyball in beach it gives actual beach feeling 

Because kids usually play basketball and tennis 

Because kids will have fun and they like . 

Because l love throwball 

Because many people like to play volleyball. 

Because most people here are more interested in these kind of sports 

Because my kids love basketball and tennis 

Because my kids play this sport. 

Because there are basketball in skyview and no tennis or volleyball close by. 

Because there are no tennis or volleyball courts near by at all. 

Because they are in order of most physically engaged. 

Because this large area are useful for our young generation and physical activities 

Better for kids and community to engage 

Better this way per the sports activity 

Better usage for a variety of interests 

Can be used for longer duration of the year. 

Can play in teams . Less volley ball courts 

Canadians are fund of playing basketball. 

Children would enjoy this. 

Choosen as per preference. 

Closest Tennis is either in pineridge or conventry hills. Having one is cornerstone would be convenient. 
Where as there are closer cricket fields (Saddletown, savannah area), so making more isnt necessary 

Combination of youth, adult and senior citizens activities. 
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Communities in upper NE Calgary are severely lacking in options for courts. We have a few basketball 
courts, but no tennis or volleyball courts. Having a variety of options will engage more members of the 
community to utilize these amenities. 

Cornerstone lacks tennis court provisions 

Currently there are many basketball courts in the area and a beach volleyball court would be unique and 
add value to the community. 

Currently, there is no volleyball court in the NE so it would be a great addition to the community 

Demographics prefer that way imo 

Different than other nearby parks 

Does not matter to me 

Does not matter to me. 

Due to the usage rate by residents 

Due to volley ball court not being available anywhere at all 

Easy for people to participate 

Everything should be included 

Expand cultural diversity 

First 2 are still not in Cornerstone. 

For  people they like tennis 

For all age groups 

For me and kids 

From viewing what the kids like doing in the community 

Good choice 

Good sports 

Having a Tennis court will bring out people who love the game and entertain themselves . 

Having closer tennis courts in this area would be nice. We already have basketball courts in Skyview. 

Heard kids looking around for basketball courts 

I am a sports person as it will be very good for physical activity weather its adults or children. 

I am interested in these games 

I am not a fan of basketball or throwball. 

I believe basketball is a famous sport among kids 

I believe tennis would be Great sport among these and there are no tennis court in near by area .. it 
would help major ppl 

I believe that basketball is a great sport for people of all ages to play, and is a very popular sport. I have 
heard from many people that Cornerstone would benefit having basketball/tennis courts. 

I choose basketball because kids, teenager even adults loves basketball 
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I chose tennis for 1st place because tennis courts are very far from cornerstone, it’ll be accessible for 
people who live in cornerstone 

I don’t care, and court would get used. 

I don't know what throw ball is... 

I feel Basketball court is a requirement in the community. Like our neighbourhoods, basketball is 
enjoyed and played by many. 

I feel like basketball and tennis are more favored sports to play 

I feel like we are missing a Tennis court and volley ball court. 

I feel that a basketball court best suits the people 
In this neighbourhood. 

I feel that is how they would be used by the public or residents of cornerstone 

I feel that is the need of the area 

I find these best in my favor 

I have never seen a tennis court being built in newer communities and can only find them in older 
communities further south of us. Would like to see more young adults enjoy the sport, but unable to see 
that in Calgary as limited outside courts. Also it’s expensive to go to indoor courts and can only see only 
high income family enjoying the game. Also for basketball court I find a lot more children and young 
adults enjoy it more compared to volleyball and throwball court. But would nice to see variety of these 
courts! 

I know a lot of the kids in the neighborhood and everyone wants a basketball court. Volleyball and 
tennis courts will also be very popular but I don’t know anyone that wants a throw ball court. 

I like basketball 

I love playing volleyball myself and there is nothing near by to play 

I love tennis and basketball. 

I love tennis. I would also like to play volleyball ball or do dome lawn bowling..  I am a senior and think 
that activities for seniors should be included. 

I love volleyball and i think my friends also love to play volleyball. 

I play basketball lots with friends and I think basketball would be a great addition and connect more 
people. 

I play basketball regularly and would like to teach my son how to play the game as well. 

I play volleyball 

I play volleyball and tennis. 

I prefer activities for fitness enthusiasts followed by activities for kids/elderly 

I prefer cricket ground first after that is there any space for these game then anything like basketball 🏀. 
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I prefer volleyball and tennis 

I preferred volleyball and basketball 

I rank it how i like the sports 

I ranked based on interest. 

I ranked because those are the sports I play in that order. 

I ranked in order of what I would potentially use. I like playing tennis and might use volleyball nets but 
the others not so much could be good when my son gets older though 

I ranked it according to the games that I like playing and believe to be more accessible 

I ranked it off of personal likings. 

i ranked it with the most in demand sport 

I ranked most popular sports 

I ranked on the basis of my interest of in these sports. 

I ranked them based of popularity and their likelihood of garnering people around the community to 
engage in physical and fun activities 

I ranked them based on their popularity, and the demand for each one. 

I ranked them because I think those are the things that are missing in the community the most and what 
residents will use the most in my opinion 

I ranked these from the ones I enjoy most and the the ones people I know and hang out with enjoy most 
to least so if there was a basketball me and my friends would go more often than if there was a throw 
ball court 

I ranked these in the order of activities I enjoy most to least and the activities I know my friends and 
family enjoy and play more 

I ranked these this way as to see new concepts, that are not available at other parks. 

I ranked this way because the first one will be my most favourite and the last one will be my least 
favourite. 

I saw many people do outdoor volleyball, badminton etc in summer.im living in skyview since last 5 
years .I'm visited chestermere in every summer for outdoor volleyball. 

I see so many kids playing basketball that's why I ranked it as #1, the other 3 no reason 

I think a beach would be so nice as there is only one in the NE area and tennis and basketball are 
popular sports. 

I think a tennis or basketball court will be more usable during cold climate than beach court. 

I think based on accessibility to equipment this makes the most sense to me. 

I think basketball is the most popular among the generation and that is why according to the most 
popular sport I have done the ranking. 

I think its easy to reach out for all age groups. 
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I think it's important for areas in the NE to have more than just basketball courts. 

I think more people/kids could be engaged this way 

I think tennis courts are really important to encourage physical activity in the community. 

I think this ranking will be preference of most people 

I used to have a tennis court close to my house growing up and would always play with my brother. It 
would be nice to teach my kids now. 

I want a nearby outdoor court for volleyball. Tennis court because I can’t find one near my location. 
Basketball court 

I would like to know why there is funding for this regional park in the middle of nowhere, while Richmond 
Green Regional Park, inner city, densified area was SOLD to provide funding for its upgrades despite 
ENMAX having record profit to the city. 

I would like to Rank beach volleyball as #1 it’s my favourite sport, there’s no other volleyball courts 
nearby and moreover even kids can play with sand and be creative while others can enjoy Volleyball!! 

I would love to see a volleyball court, as I don't even know if this option exists anywhere in the NE at the 
present moment, I also would love to utilize tennis courts or badminton courts - I think there's a greater 
opportunity to have a multiuse kind of court and I'm not sure what throwball is so I put that as my last 
option. 

If there is possibility to to have these all 4 sports Court will be wonderful,but if not then basketball and 
tennis courts will be must. 

Imo order of least number of courts of these kind available as well as popularity 

In Calgary, we dont often come across basketball courts. Thats Why I placed that as Number 1. The 
rest is just based on own preference when it comes to Sports. 

In order of sport preference 

In order of what I would use 

in terms of popularity of sports and the courts that already exist in the vicinity 

in this corner we do not have any good courts,and volleyball ball court is different. 

Interest 

Interest in sports 

Interests 

It fits my and my family needed and choices better that way. 

It is what I see as what the community would use the most. 

It will be the most useful. 
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It will bring the community together 

It would be a great addition to have a beach volleyball court close to the pool and splash park to make it 
look like real beach 

It would be fun to have a volleyball space as there is not one close by 

It’s basic requirements for everyone wants to see. 

It’s good to have different games around you 

Its better 

Its everybodys sport 

It's just based on what I like to play. 

Just my personal preference as well people I know 

Just my preference. 

just seemed right to me 

Kids and youth needs 

Kids can play in those areas 

Kids enjoy doing outdoor activities right in the neighborhood instead of traveling to another community 

Kids in my neighborhood usually play basketball om street which is not safe for them and basket ball is 
the second favourite games after cricket in my community 

Kids love basketball and adults love tennis 

Kids will benefit 

lack of these grounds 

Least popular to most popular in my opinion. 

Lots of Cricket pitcher are me parks. Cornerstone doesn’t have any basketball and tennis courts. 

Lots of kids prefer Basketball and Tennis Courts 

Lots of teens and children in the area who love basket ball but there aren't enough courts. 

Love beaches and basketball. 

Love tennis and there is no tennis court nearby. There is already a basketball court in Cornerbrook 

Love volleyball and basketball! 

Maintenance and cost of upkeep 

Makes more sense to have courts first as these are and can be used for badminton as well. 

Many of the kids in the area love to play basketball 

Mixed amenity allows for all types people regardless of age to partake in activities 

More common sports / my personal preference since I live in this neighborhood and walk around it 
almost every day 
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More engaging 

More fitness and trees 

More fun 

More games that youngsters can be involved in should be provided to keep them off the drugs and 
streets 

More kids engagement and per physical activity. 

More kids will be able to play basketball. Bringing sports closer to them will build community gatherings 
amongst the kids and wither drugs away. 

More likely to play 

More likely to use them 

More people are able to play together compared to the other sports where there would be more 
spectators and contention for play time 

More people are interested in basketball please do not have tennis court it will sit empty 

More sports can be played all around the year 

Most accessible for kids, and most interest in these sports 

Most common sports played for communities 

Most common sports played. Can we done in small or large groups. 

Most communities in the area has already cricket and football fields and as a observed in the houses in 
the communities kids love to play basketball as well so it will be good for the commnuniry to have 
basketball courts as well and at the same time swimming pool during summer cause the swimming pool 
n prarie winds are always full during summer time 

Most kids in the neighborhood have a basketball hoop at home. Would be great for all kids to come 
together in the community and share the love of basketball. Tennis and volleyball are also really great 
choices. No Idea what throw ball is. Another choice that is not there is cricket this should would of been 
second choice. I believe basketball and cricket would be great options for the community. 

Most mixed use opportunities and organized play 

Most of the children within the community will be interested in Tennis and basketball or Ice skating. This 
would be the better use of the faciiliteis. 

Most of the kids play basketball in the areas around cornerstone 

Most parks have tennis courts and basketball courts. I find these should be standard and added to the 
park. 

Most popular sports in the community 

Mostly asians in the community, so cricket and volley ball is great idea 

Multi games option 

Multiple activities 

My family loves tennis! 

My family loves this and fits our needs 

My family prefer to time that way 
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My family preference 

My favorite to least favorite. I would like to recommend if you can consider a big hill that can be used for 
sledding. 

My friend and family circle have to travel every weekend to downtown (shaw millennium park), Airdrie or 
Chestermere to play. And we are not alone, we dont have any volleyball court in NE. It would be great 
to have something close to my neighborhood. 

My husband and friends are always playing basketball 

My husband plays tennis and has to go to other communities to play 

My interest 

My kids like to play volleyball but always go to the pumphouse or shaw courts. I would like to have them 
stay in our area. They also like basketball but not enough courts mostly at the schools 

My own interest 

My personal liking and popular interest 

My preference of the sports I play. 

My ranking is based on the popularity of the sport and wide acceptance. One can argue between Tennis 
and basketball when it comes to popularity but I think there is a dearth of Tennis facilities in the 
northeast. 

My son loves basketball and I love volleyball 

N/A 

NA 

NE doesn't have many of such areas.... especially fire pits!!! 

NE is a vibrant part of Calgary with people loving Cricket / Soccer & Basketball 

Need more basketball courts and tennis courts in the north east 

Never seen in the Northeast. 

No basketball courts in the community 

No equipment required 

No nearby tennis courts or volleyball courts 

No particular order, I feel the basketball courts existing in this area are always getting good use. 

No preference 

No tennis court around the area. Can add volleyball court around tennis court. 

No tennis court up here or beach / sand place 

No tennis courts near by. 

No tennis courts nearby 

Not a lot of tennis courts in the area 

Not many basketball courts around. 
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Not much vollyball areas would be different 

Nothing specific. 

Offers some more unique sports in the area 

Only parire wind park have Basketball  
Kids like basketball and good exercise for kids 

Only wanted tennis court actually 

Pepole (Adolescents) will visit the park, also it helps deversify the amenities in the park. 

Personal choice 

Personal favourites 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference and I know that is what most of the youth would agree with nowadays 

Personal preference and the order in which me and my family would get the most use of the amenities 

personal preference for sports 

Personal sports liking 

Pickle ball hybrid!! Please. Hard to find in the NE so we usually drive to the south or downtown, or even 
air dried. 

PLEASE MAKE THE NETS A SINGLE RIM NOT A DOUBLE RIM 

Popular sports 

Popularity 

Popularity/demographics 

Practicality ang demand of sports 

Prefer basketball 

Prefer to see a volleyball court first 

Preferance and likelihood of use 

Preference 

preference 

preference 

Put up a wall court as well for individual practice 

Ranked according to sports I’m interested to play 

Ranked according to what I think we have least access to in existing spaces. 

Ranked based on my interests and what I think would be used more 

Ranked based on my sports interest 
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Ranked in order of what I would use the most 

ranked in what would be perceived based on usage. Tennis courts could be divided for pickle ball as 
well and has many other options for similar ball sports. 

Ranking these based on enough basket ball courts. Need more volleyball courts 

Required 

Sandy area is best for play n for young kids sensory play 

Seeing the different sports that the youth and adults engage in around the other neighborhood 

Skating rink 

Something different for kids and adults. 

Team based sports make better use of designated space and involve more people simultaneously. 
Ranking is based on popularity of sports in my opinion. 

Team sport creates camaraderie and basketball has been popular in Redstone and Skyview and not a 
lot of other courts like Volleyball and Tennis 

Team sports 

Tennis and basketball court could be used as skating rink during winter season 

Tennis and volleyball are good sports,many people play those sports from N.E. Community. 

Tennis and volleyball courts are scarce in this area 

Tennis court is needed 

Tennis court is something,both adults & kids can enjoy together.there is lack of tennis court in NE.it will 
be really great to have a tennis court in cornerstone,it’s much needed 

Tennis court is unique. Not all communities have tennis court. 

Tennis courts and volleyball area are seldom seen in communities so it will be nice to have them here. 

Tennis courts are not found in all parks. We need it to be known 

Tennis courts can also be used for pickleball 

Tennis is a great sport for keeping a very fit body and agility. 

Tennis is a great sport that we all can participate in. Basketball is also something everyone can do both 
kids and adults. The hard surface volleyball isn't bad as well. We can use it more in the summer though. 
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Tennis is a great sport to cultivate here in Canada. Lots of skilled players and enthusiast who would like 
to play tennis and basketball but we only have limited space for tennis here in the northeast so definitely 
would go for these tennis and basketball courts. 

Tennis is also good for pickle ball,  and basketball is great for all ages and income levels 

Tennis is an amazing sport for fitness. 

Tennis is good working sports and I will active physically through this sport. 

Tennis is my favourite sport 

Tennis is played by most age groups. So would be beneficial to larger population. 

That covers all age groups 

That is my sports preference 

The basketball courts in Skyview Ranch are almost always busy, and I would personally love a tennis 
court. The volleyball and throwball courts wouldn't get much use in my opinion. 

The City could review the activity courts that are in the NE and decide which are in demand and where 
additional courts are needed. 

The city has great accessibility to tennis courts but a good volleyball and basketball court are less easy 
to find. The interest in these sports is also evident when visiting parks and venues such as the Genesis 
centre. A good area for sports could go a long way in getting people outside and active. 

The communities around LOVE the basketball courts there and then it was just based off of what I 
thought would be used more. 

The game should include more people at single time. 

The one basketball court in skyview gets crazy busy and in turn a lot of kids get bullied if they want to 
share the area. With having another basketball court it allows kids more spaces to play and less 
bullying. 

The splash park is first choice of the grandkids. But the next are their choices. They live in cornerstone 
too 

The top ranked ones would be less common than what is already around this area 

There are a few basketball courts but not tennis courts. Hence the preference for something different for 
the kids. 

There are basketball courts available in other communities close by (Skyview) and tennis/volleyball 
courts are not close by. 

There are basketball courts in Skyview Ranch. 
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There are no beach courts in the area and only very small basketball courts. Needs to be well shared 
and not crowded 

There are no beach or volley ball in the Northeast community. 

There are no tennis courts in the vicinity, there are not volleyball in the vicinity either. 

There are no tennis or basketball courts in the nearby park. It will be nice to have something like this in 
this park 

There are not a lot of tennis courts around and tennis courts can be used for other requests sports like 
pickleball or badminton as well 

There are not many tennis courts or volleyball courts around, so I think that would be amazing! 

There are thousands of basketball courts all over the city but rarely do you find any tennis 

There aren’t many tennis or volley ball options in the NE 

There is a huge demand for clean/safe basketball courts 

There is a lack of Volleyball sites in the NE that is accessible for groups who play casually. There's not 
even one in Prairie Winds Park. Basketball is a popular sport amongst youth so continuing to have 
courts for that is beneficial to the growing community. 

There is alot of kids in this area that play basketball. There are hoops on driveways around here.a skate 
park would also get alot of use or even a splash park. Currently we drive to Airdrie for those. 

There is no doubt basketball is the most played street game, so having a dedicated court will help the 
players to practise 

There is no place we can play outdoor volleyballs in NE. 

There is no tennis court anywhere in the communities north of 84th street. We have to drive a significant 
way to access them. Also basketball courts are scarce, so many kids play basketball but the 
communities have limited availability. 

There is no Tennis Court at Cornerstone, redstone, skyview, savanna. So I ranked Tennis at the top. 

There is no tennis court in the surrounding neighborhood,adult & kids can play tennis together&there is 
high demand for this. 

There is no tennis court nearby and is a need in the community. 

There is no tennis court nearby in NE. Also basketball court in Cornerbrook park is very small. 

There is no tennis court nearby not is basketball which leave kids with no option to play these sports 

There is no volleyball and tennis court nearby 
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There is no volleyball ground in NorthEast community.  City should give a space for this game.  Tennis 
and basketball we allready have quit good in numbers. 

There is no volleyball or tennis court near by. 

There is not any ground which is fully devoted to cricket in my area. 

There is scarciy of cricket grounds in the area and city 

There isn’t any tennis court near cornerstone and no volleyball court outside in NE. 

There should be a big court with 3 nets each side same with the others 

There were no parks around the area for basketball and alot of families has to go to Prairie and Skyview 
which is already congested. 

There’s less tennis court in NE (near airport) . No volleyball court in any NE park. Throw ball can be 
played by adult and kids. There’s a lot of basketball in any park. 

There’s no tennis court around here yet 

There’s not much outdoor volleyball court in the city! Believe or not it’s a big community. This is a great 
idea! This will be inviting to teens and  will motivate them to go out and be more active. 

These are inclusive sports for all races 

These are my taste and even a lot of people will prefer same as mine. 

These are the  popular choices, residents want to use. 

These ranking align with the kids of this generation to enjoy the hobbies they like to do 

These sports are very important for the growth of our future generations 

These two sports are most played, and every generation will have something to do. 

They good for 5 to 13 years 

Thinking of youth activities for modern generations. 

This does not fit the immigration population in the area. 

this is what people like to play in summer time. more engaged with community. 

this rated based on the popularity of the sports 

This seems more practical 

This will make the part inclusive 

Throwball court is last as there are little kids and growing families around, teenagers gathering here and 
might cause disturbance 
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Throwball court seems redundant. Volleyball court is pretty versatile - you could play 
tennis/badminton/other ball sports with just a net, so long as people bring their own equipment. 
Basketball is a close second after having a volleyball net installed since it takes a bit more space and is 
less versatile, but a popular activity. 

To add much needed diversity to the current selection of courts nearby. 

To be more active 

To have more facilities with less cost. 

To have tennis court here in NE 

To offer something different to the community. A splash park with a beach-type volleyball would 
resemble the infrastructure from a hotter place down in the Caribbean. 

Top ranked ones aren’t seen as often as other options 

Use by family and friends 

Very few public tennis and volleyball court in the north east. Already lots of basketball court. 

volleyball as many people can play 

Volleyball court is missing in NE 

Volleyball courts number one priority there is no current outdoor public volleyball courts in the NE and it 
is needed!! 

volleyball is the most fun 

We already have other basketball courts nearby. Tennis and volleyball would add variety. 

we also need a badminton court 

We dint have tennis court nearby 

We do not have a tennis court 

We do not have any Tennis Courts in the New North East. This would be  
a valuable addition that would be used by multigenerational users. 

We do not have any volleyball courts in the NE and I know that a lot of people would benefit from it. 

We don’t have any tennis court in NE 

We don’t have any tennis court in north east 

We don’t have tennis courts up here that I know of I ranked in use of our family 

We dont have volleyball/tennis courts in nearby parks. Bastetball courts are widely available in almost 
all the parks 

We got no tennis in the area. 

We have basketball courts already I. The  area but not the others. 

We have no tennis courts and plenty of basketball in the community. 

We have shortage of these fields in north east. 
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We need a dog park 

We need a round cricket pitch and a jogging track. There are lot basketball court nearby...so need 
something new like Tennis court, long jogging track, picknic spot..etc 

We need basketball court around the area 

We need more basketball court in the city. 

We need more basketball courts for our youth to stay active 

We need more of this around the city 

we need more tennis courts in the NE 

We need more tennis courts in the North. 

We need one sport 

We need some activities for kids and adults too 

We need to build more tennis courts in the Upper NE. A lot of residents from these communities travel 
for at least 12km just to play tennis. At least 4 tennis only courts should be built in this regional park. 
Build a separate pickleball court, 1 is enough, max of 2. If you plan to build a volleyball court, it can be 
mixed use with badminton. Badminton isn't really good to play outdoor because of the wind, Calgary is 
windy. Badminton is better played indoor. Basketball is always popular too. But there are already 
basketball courts and cricket pitches in the communities here. So, tennis courts are the priority here. A 
hockey area should be added too, surprisingly a lot of kids, teens and adults of all race and color play 
this sport. The basketball courts can be turned into skating rink in the winter, a safe space for everyone 
to skate and not get hit by a puck. 

We want small ground not cricket ground 

We would like cricket as lot of us enjoy playing cricket and it would be nice to have a splash park for 
kids as it is growing community with small kids 

With multicultural community in this quadrant, from given options, this would be appropriate to match 
the interests of majority. A lot of potential for training new and youngers folks to get into these games 
with use of spaces will come in handy. 

Would request to have all 4 courts since in NE cityscape, skyview and cornerstone communities, non of 
these facilities are available and we have to go to prairie west wind or NW for these sports activities 
each day during summer. 

Yes 

You don't see volleyball courts too often, so they get 1st. Basketball courts are common, and a staple , 
so they get 2nd. (Most people play volleyball+basketball). Tennis is last because not everyone plays, 
and it has small team sizes. 

Youth love basketball 
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Park 1: Additional Amenities 

Q: Rank the following amenities by preference. Drag your choices to the empty box on the right to 

sort them with most preferred at the top. Why did you rank these the way you did? 

#3 for me is firepit gathering place. How do we distinguish between when is not safe to have firepits 
internally in our neighborhood like in the martindale or taradale communities? It's because back in my 
home in the Philippines, my manongs had a fire and allowed us to cook our pigs. It was for a wedding. 
What if that could be brought here to Calgary, but from  giving standpoint? Not my strong suit, but I 
hope our cultural differences commences rapidly. 
My #1 ranked is here is playground improvements. So better backgrounds for schools to take photos 
and post them on billboards to celebrate is immaculately strengthened from out city. Also because if we 
can have better theme park catered towards this playgrround reminds me of the praire winds park or the 
calaway.  
#2 is outdoor physical activities because vancouver in up there in physicality. This inspires our people to 
join outside. I remember a conversation with a cousin of minds.  
#4 iq flexible lawn. Everything is needed and can be done here given our city needs more manual labor. 
I am wondering though.. this invites a scenic theatre of our city. A film needs their location anyway lol. 
#5 and #6 are outdoor grilling areas because family comes first. Logically, improved parking might be 
needed. and #6 tandoori/pizza oven. I want this up the ranks somewhere, but I can't figure out any 
emotion to this. That does not ever matter since we're beiong completly logical, but that's why I need to 
research what it offers, off. the. bat. Thanks YYC. 

1. Firepit Gathering - I have seen this in SE Mahogany. Its very useful in winters. 
2. Lawn area - Should have this type of concept. Its its like how we have in Westwinds Praire park 
where we can site, bike, jog, walk, then good to have. 
3. Playground - Not sure if its just for Kids or Teens as well. But if its for all ages then it makes sense as 
small playgrounds are there in every community 

1-Outdoor fitness is must for people going for walk and will be popular spot 
2- playground for kids is always needed around community operational year around. 
3- tandoori pizza is new concept so i prefer it above outdoor grilling area 
4- outdoor grilling area is good to have  
Sounds like small picnic in evenings and weekends near house 
Outdoor fire pit and flexible lawn follows next. both these amenities should have big shade areas so that 
its enjoyable in summers. 

1st thing is Kids area is utmost important for kids during summer time. 2nd, Outdoor fitness equipment 
are usefull for Youth, adult and Old age equipment to engage them with physical workout. Firepit 
gathering spaces is best during winter time. 

A big off leash fenced in dog park is the only thing I would like 
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A firepit gathering place would add a nice year round space for users. Additionally, flexible lawn area is 
always welcomed and would add to greenery and longterm mature tree canopy in the New North East. 
Other nearby parks have a few of the other amenities. Also worthwhile considering a mix of a couple 
options here as well depending on the size of the site. 

A firepit sounds fun as does the outdoor fitness equipment. 

A fireplace would be great for the winter time.  
Outdoor grilling is also great for gatherings and having a grill outside if they could not afford a portable 
one.  
Flexible lawn is for just in case the place can’t set up permanent nets (volleyball, badminton, spike ball) 
they can bring their own net and set up their own games. 

A flexible lawn area would be great for picnics, lawn games, general gathering. An outdoor grilling area 
or fire pit would lend to that as well. A playground is good cause there are many kids in the area but 
there are many others available already. Tandoori or pizza oven is too specific and not as many people 
would use that. 

A focus on spending time together, and activities that a large group of people could enjoy. 

A good playground always brings families out.  It's good to have places to cook.  Never see many 
people using the outdoor fitness equipment in parks. 

A great way for the kids to unwind, as playgrounds are always so full in cornerstone and exercise is a 
way to stay fit. 

A lot of children live here, the playground is necessary. The firepit would be nice to gather around. 
Everyone wants to grill (the grill area). And the flexible lawn area gives options to do as one pleases. 
The fitness park and oven are just not something I'd personally use, but they're great ideas. 

A lot of us in the community have seniors living with us who just walk. It would be nice they can try other 
things/equipment 

A nice large playground would be great! 

A place for The kids to play is for sure still too priority, this is a big factor for their growth and 
Development. 2nd is The outdoor exercise equipment, to have the chance to exercise outdoor with The 
Nature and have some fresh air with impact the surrounding residents in the community and specially 
the elderly. The rest are Good for gathering specially at the summer season. 

A playground would be perfect addition to pool area and beach volleyball court. Northeast area has a lot 
of kids and they need this kind of facilities that are close by. 

Access to grilling or ovens would be welcome, as all the parks that have these amenities seem to be far 
from this area, but we can see lots of kids in the area that could use the other amenities. 

According to community needs 

according to interest 

According to me most people and me wants the same 

According to the needs of the area around the corner stone 
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Activities first after relaxation and space for elders to come and hang out 

Add mini golf to make the park unique 

Adults need more exercise fire pit is relaxing and more playgrounds for kids is never bad 

Again just seemed right to me 

Again options for fitness should be available followed by joint gathering activities 

All cannot afford a gym.  
Children loved swings.  
Small gatherings with family and friends nearby the house. 

All idea is awesome but I want to prefer like this because these all are not in our community 

Allows more freedom and personal choice. Fire pit and oven would be over used and not well 
maintained 

An open fire pit and oven would invite the possibility of fires and with no supervision, this could be 
detrimental to the housing. 

An outdoor fitness area would be very nice, because I haven’t seen many in Calgary. Matter of fact I 
saw quite a few in Vancouver and was inspired by them. I feel like all of the others could be ranked 
equally. 

An outdoor playground or excercise equipement are best for the people in this area. So many elderly 
people spend time with their grandchildren at the park. 

As a family , more play area for kids and bbq 

As I mentioned, this area needs well planned area of gathering for families, so a grilling and picnic area 
will be great to have. 

As per interest 

As we know here in calgary we get severe winter weather so i will prefer more to firepit gathering space 
where we come and get a chance to socialize with others. 

Asked my kids and they picked this 

Avoiding potential fire hazards. I would prefer a large space for family, community, and neighbourhood 
socializing or bbq would be nice. 

Awesome playground is 2nd most important to the splash park 

Barely anything to do around the communities on the weekend. With this people can have picnics, 
celebrate events outside given the space and amenities 
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Based of pervious parks, I feel a pmay ground is needed to allow kid and or families to come together 
and play. However, an outdoor fire pit would be the first of its kind so it'd prevent more of a physical 
appeal to the public and community and thus setting the mood for a beautiful date site, or an area for 
nature lovers to go hang out with friends and just have fun. And outdoor exercise equipment would not 
be taking seriously as many do not jnow what they for or simply can't go when the weather is hot and 
nice as those hours are usually spent indoors working, a pizza would be a first of its kid as well but 
presents lots of dangers to community as kids and teens would be more likely to fool around which may 
cause an accident or fire if not supervised 24/7 

Based on Community demographics and needs 

based on my preference 

Based on need in the community 

Based on personal and family interest 

Based on personal interest and activities I would like to do in the park. 

Based on the activities 

Based on usage of the community. No one will be using tandoori oven on daily basis. But will use 
fitness and play ground 

Based on what I think would be used more 

Based on what i think would be used more 

Based on what I want 

Based on what people would use and enjoy most 

Based potential usage rate by residents 

Bcoz of kids 

Because I believe my ranking is upto priority 

Because I did. 

because I think this will encourage people to use the space more then just having a kids park 

Because it appeals to wide variety of people 

Because of the high population of children within the community. 

Because on weekends we go outside and want to cook something and got hot Plat 

Because relaxation and health related 

Because that’s what I would prefer to have. cornerstone does not have an outdoor fitness place where 
the community can come together and be active. 
 
I put the flex lawn area as second as there are a lot of dogs in Cornerstone. Every 2nd house has 
atleast 1 dog. Therefore I would highly appreciate it if we could get a dog park that is fenced and where 
we can let our dogs place unleashes as now we have to drive atleast 15 mins to go to a park! 

Because we don’t have enough parks in the neighborhood specially in Cornerstone is we just have one 
and it’s  far 

because you can have gatherings with family or friends 

better flexibility for Usage of groups in the area. 

Childgrbs smdnities should be first. 
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children and exercise 

Children need these areas. 

Community sitting area and community grill seems like a good idea 

Considering all age people and more activity 

Considering the weather conditions and beauty of the neighborhood the rankings were given. 
1. Firepit gathering will be good hangout place in winter evenings. 
2. Outdoor Fitness will be a good option for summer evenings and early mornings. 
3. Outdoor grilling area is a good option for small gatherings especially for the neighbors. 
4. As cornerstone is mainly occupied by Children, it would be a good option for both children and 
Parents. 
 
5 & 6 options doesn't matter much to me. 

Corner stone have only one playground 

Cornerstone is young. Kids need playground. Outdoor grills would be use full for multiple groups while 
tandoor over would be for one group of population. 

Diversity 

Dog Park ! 

Don’t have kids so more adult interest 

Due to shortage of playgrounds, outdoor grilling areas and outdoor fitness equipment. I see not too 
many people using the last three amenities. 

During summer time people are looking for outdoor space to spend with family and most of the prks are 
always full so it better to have the hese kinds of amenities in the community 

Easy to do stuff with family. 

Elderly need some where too 

Elderly people and children can enjoy outdoor activities. 

Everyone can use fitness equipment 

families should stay active together. 

Families were encourage to do excercise and for healthy lifestyle 

family and kids are most important, tandoori is an acquired taste 

Family gathering for outdoour  

Family oriented. Empty open grass will invite dog owners to ruin the area. 

Family will love this 

Fenced Dog park! 

Fire pit and grilling area would be awesome for the summers for all ages. 

Fire pit and places the cook outside would be great to get out of your home and explore the 
neighborhood. Also can’t go wrong with a playground and flexible lawn area where kids and families can 
gather. 
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fire pit gathering space is fun for families to spend time together. tandoori oven is unique idea but how 
people know how to use it. outdoor fitness can be fun for all ages. 

Fire pit is number 1 as we have long winters and it’s great to see the community come together even in 
colder climates.  Outdoor gym is something that Redstone has and a lot of it! 

Fire pits are a great way to gather and even meet new people 

Firepit and outdoor fitness area are good for people to enjoy. 

Firepit would be unique. Playground that caters to more young kids would be fantastic. The ones that 
exist are overcrowded. 

Fireplace is great during winter specially when taking walks. Outdoor fitness for healthier community 
and cheaper options instead of paying for gym 

Fit community means healthy and happy community. 

Fitness and playground to keep active 

Fitness and playing area should be the priority. 

Fitness equipment is good for all ages and can stay active. Playground for kids. Gather fire pit for more 
involvement within the community during colder days. Flexible lawn for walking dogs are playing catch. 
Lower interest in outdoor cooking as will increase garage laying around if not managed properly. 

Fitness is important but not everyone can afford gym membership and here parents can also take kids 
along without worrying about who to watch them when they go to the gym. A flexible lawn area is 
multipurpose depending on individual preferences 

Fitness is important for all walks of life 

Fitness is my number 1 priority followed by park for kids, as Cornerstone is very family oriented 
community. If we make outdoor grilling area that will also bring issue of drinking alcohol in public space 
and this will be a headache for police and peace officers. so we should avoid outdoor grilling area in this 
community. 

Fits my needs 

Flexible lawn area will turn to a weed filled lawn. It will be nice to have an outdoor free gym and a 
playground for kids 

Focus on the family or gathering of groups. 

For a channge of outdoor exercises 

For all age groups 

For everyone and mostly kids and toddler can enjoy 

For gathering , for all age enjoyment 

For gathering and walking. Its better 

For kids 

For kids to have something to look forward after school duting summer 
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For me the design of any facility's top priority should be the children. The reason being that, I believe 
children are the ones who enjoy any facility the most. Next up is the family and friends so having a 
grilling place encourages relationships to grow. With obesity becoming a global problem, exercise 
equipment needs to be one of the highest priority's for any government. Fourth is the green space. The 
current climate crisis the world is dealing, maximizing green space is crucial. Green space can be 
enjoyed equally by all different socio economic groups. I personally discourage places which are limited 
in size (oven, fire pit) because they can be easily taken over by a small group of people thus 
discouraging enjoyment by all different groups. Complimenting green spaces with lot of seating should 
be considered. 

From most to least enjoyable. 

Gathering spaces like firepit and grill areas will bring larger groups of families and friends with a clear 
purpose of enjoying the provided amenities. 

Gives flexibility 

Good fun time for parents. 

Good in summar 

Green space is very much in need in the NE as it has lowest amount of green space across the entire 
city. Grilling area allows for people to get together and meet and have a picnic. Playground for kids is 
almost always a good idea for families with children. 

Grilling and firepit spaces are ideal for communal get togethers and have a broader appeal among 
multiple demographics. Playgrounds and fitness equipment in the park are a good area of focus for 
public health initiatives. 

Grilling area and tandoori oven are nice ways to allow for family activities for all ages. Playground and 
outdoor fitness should be ranked the same, one is for kids and one is for adults. A flexible lawn area 
seems like a waste. 

Have kids 

Having a designated outdoor grilling area reduces the risk of fires in the backyards 

Having a gathering place for family is essential 

having a park in the area would be beneficial for many of the children and families in the area 

Having multiple grilling area is better than having one huge gathering place. Lot of young families have 
their parents living with them, so outdoor equipment will help them to stay active and social. Playground 
is a must to have in a big park. 

Having playground will be encouraging for kids and with large shaded seating spaces will be a comfort 
to our elderly to enjoy leisure time. 

Healthy lifestyle 

how much the community will use them/find them useful. demographically speaking 
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I am into fitness and staying active 

I based it on my personal use preferences. An offleash dog park would be my true number 1 

I believe a playground is essential for children and nessecary  for parents to attend to with their children 
for growth. Fire pits and grill areas will be beneficial for outdoor events and bigger gatherings for 
community events. 

I believe we have enough playgrounds throughout NE so we should bring up new concepts to develop 
the city. 

I believe we need a dog park 

I chose flexible lawn area as I believe this makes the most sense from a usability standpoint. The pizza 
oven is strange as how do you even set that up for usage (first come first serve would hardly seem fair, 
and the booking and administration of such an item would add too much complexity). 

I chose it based on what the community would like. 

I chose outdoor fitness equipment because it’s it can be useful even if your just walking you can do 
some fitness. 

I don't know how people would share a tandoori oven.   I see many outdoor gyms in Canada that are 
never used.  I see packed picnic/BBQ areas all over the city. 

I don't think a fire pit or outdoor grilling area would be fitted in these spaces. It works in the south, but for 
the north, there will definitely be misuses of these if not monitored. Playground and an exercise 
equipment is needed as we lack so much of these play spaces in our northeast communities. 

I feel it would be highly beneficial for a park as many kids would utilize it. 

I feel outdoor grilling area, lawn and playground are very important for someone to spend time in there. 
It caters to alot of people. 

I feel outdoor gym and children's playground are the 2 most appropriate options to consider, they both 
promote fitness 

I feel the options I chose fit better with my and some other families around in the area. 

I have kid and he would love this 

I have no preference on this option. 

I have ranked according to the preferences of the community as I think there are lots of little kids around 
the cornerstone community, and we do not have sufficient playgrounds for them so that is why I have 
started with the playground and according to the popularity I have tried to rank. 

i like it 

I ordered it in the order that I think our community will benefit from the most 

I prefer open spaces. Some amenities could be vandalized or abused. 

I prefer this way according to community members needs 
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I ranked because when go to any park, I look for that first 

I ranked in the order that I believe more geared towards my interest and most people in the community 

I ranked it by mostly ideal doing by families during gathering and what os most enjoyable 

I ranked on interest. Walking trails would be my ultimate choice. 

I ranked tandoori/pizza oven last because I don’t think people will use that much. I love the concepts of 
seating/gathering area which is why those are first 

I ranked these in the order i would be more likely to use. 

I ranked these in the things I would enjoy to do most or least and where I would spend more time 

I ranked these in the way I would use more and things I enjoy doing more as well as my family and how 
often we would use it 

I think a nice built environment is better than a huge lawn. 

I think a pizza / tandoori  pit is absolutely the worst idea.   What do everyone can fight over who gets to 
use it  at anytime that’s just asking for a lot of problems in the community   And as for a bbq area that’s 
also not good since no one around here can clean up after themselves and on top of that there is 
already enough horrible cooking smells in the area.  That will just add to it drastically. Not everyone can 
stand the smells of curries etc and makes it not far to the community as a whole 

I think more people gonna enjoy outdoor grilling 

I think we have more than enough playgrounds in the area and the need for other amenities is greater. 

I usually had to travel long distance to enjoy water play ground or to enjoy outdoor fire pit 

I want my kids to enjoy 

I want to be able to have barbecues and picnics and to access fitness equipment. 

I would like to know why there is funding for this regional park in the middle of nowhere, while Richmond 
Green Regional Park, inner city, densified area was SOLD to provide funding for its upgrades despite 
ENMAX having record profit to the city. 

I would like to see tandoori oven because there little 
Then there already a lot of lawn area and playground good for kids 
Fire pit good for summer 
Grill good year round 

I would use these amenities more. 

If the proper amenities are in the park, Pepole will visit it 

In order of personal interest 
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In these areas there aren’t enough playground for kids, even those which are available very poorly 
equipped so we need an inclusive playground like south glenmore or north glenmore area,outdoor 
grilling area is another good options as these areas do not have enough outdoor grilling areas,flexible 
lawn area can give some openness and can be used for various purposes like picnic,sports,or a 
community program 

Inclusive for everyone. 

It better 

It gives us more time to socialize with people of community 

It is nice to have an outdoor time with kids doing bbq without going too far from our community 

It is suitable for kids,youngers,senior citizens.Thanks. 

It provides more options all year round 

It will be good who children, adults, and senior person too. 

It will be helpful for walk, for kids activities and for adults 

It will let families sit and spend time even when its cold 

It would be best for the fitness areas to be around the walkways and also there should be 3 big 
playgrounds connected to each other 

It would be nice for families to be able to gather together and BBQ and or sit around the campfire 

It would be nice if we could get all these set up for only 1 reason so that anyone who visit this park 
would have a good time!!! 

It would be nice to have an area where people could have gatherings potentially birthday parties as 
currently there’s not much for areas up this way that can be used for birthday parties/gatherings 

It’s always beneficial for kids and families to come out and enjoy the nature . While kids can enjoy the 
playing activities while parents can look after them once they are out from home to entertain themselves 
. 

It’s always good to various amenities in the neighbourhood. We don’t have anything close by. 

It’s convenient for adult and kids alike to have these activities in order. 

It’s important to have a place to have kids social events 

Its best to add more playground as the community have a lot family woth little kids. 

It's important for adults to model healthy living for their children. While adults use the fitness equipment, 
children can play at the park. The grills would be great for birthday parties. 

Its more important 

Its my personal choice 

It's what is needed in the area 
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Judging by the community, this will give them options. I don’t think there are tandoori grills anywhere. 
That would be a first as far as I know. But again, this is my preference and I am sure the community at 
large will enjoy anything that is finalized. 

Just based of the population of the community there are lots of kids and families who would benefit from 
the playground and everything else 

Just my preference 

Just personal choice. 

Keep people active 

Kids don't have much to do in this area, they must be the priority. An outdoor gym would be great to 
finally have a reason to walk around the community. And the other spaces go towards meeting places 
for families. 

Kids playground and grills great combo for a family heavy area. 

Kids prefer 

Lack of gathering places near by location 

Large play areas are needed for a more variety of usages 

Like flexibility and picnics 

Looks good 

Lot of South Asian live in this area with lot of Seinors and Kids. 

Lots of children in the community and not enough parks. Gathering areas are nice for casual hang outs. 
Flexible lawn area perfect for misc. other outdoor activities. 

lots of families in the area 

Lots of kids wants playground and adult can exercise on fitness equipment 

Lots of playground and open grass areas but no grilling or food cooking gathering areas in the area. 
This would support apartment and condo complexes with no bbqs allowed and support gatherings. 

Lots of room in lawn areas. I don’t think many people would use the pizza oven for sanitary reasons. 

Lots of young families in the area with small children 

Love a place for gathering with friends and families 

Love the fire pit concept but grew up in a neighbourhood with a fire pit that was literally never used 
once. Would prefer amenities that are accessible on a daily basis by multiple people 

Many multiunit homes in area my ranking prioritizes space those folks may not have access to the 

More communal amenities for such communal cultures within this area 

More people can benefit and stay fit. Cooking can be done indoors but not physical activity. 
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More people can stay active 

more practical to least practical 

More Senior and young kids needing those 

More use to me 

Most useful 

Most useful at the top. 

Mostly new family with kids. 

Multi purpose 

My family loves bbqs and sitting around firepits. 

My family preferance 

My first preferences is fitness followed by outdoor grilling area so that we can improve fitness and also 
do team meetings over the grill. Rest are not very important 

My own interest 

My personal favourites 

N/A 

Need a massive quality playground jn the community. 

Need more community areas not open green spaces. 

Need more grill/community fire places in the area. Imagine being able to make a pizza in the park?!  
Already have playgrounds and schools. 

need more tables for seniors to sit and gossip 

Need place for fitness activities and lawn area for adults.  There are plenty of playgrounds. 

Need safe spaces to incorporate grilling and fire pits 

Need to have these places where the community can come together and have picnics, there are parks 
otherwise but none have cooking pits or grilling stations 

Never have time for the gym so outdoor would be great with a near by playground with the kids to play 
while I workout 

Never used a tandoori oven, intrigued to try. Open space and outdoor grilling area would be nice in the 
summer and close by. 

Nice to have get together with friends and famiky 

Nice to have parks to have picnics 

No large fire pits anywhere in the area. Makes it year round accessible. Playground or splash park 
would be used a lot. 

No one ever uses outdoor fitness equipment. A huge waste of money and space. Also, a pizza oven?!? 
No way. Ugh. I can’t imagine that being clean. 
Playgrounds are always a plus for any park, and nearby grilling would be great for the adults 
supervising the kids at the playground. 
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Not about ranking, but it would be really great if there was large walking area in the park. 

Not as many grilling spaces except prairie winds we need more spaces where families can gather which 
involves food. Food is a big part of our culture here 

Not everyone living in area is of Indian descent, but we do have many older people in the area that 
could benefit from exercise equipment and parks are always welcome as we only have one in the area. 
Fire pits, aren't they a hazard especially since we have so many individuals who like to set off fire 
crackers/fire works 

Not to keen on things being fire accessible near my home. 

Nothing beats a firepit in this cold weather! 

Old people can use the fitness equipment with out going in the gym . Not all of them can afford gym fee. 

one of the great things about Australia is that their parks have bbqs and eating areas for people to enjoy 
the outdoors. we need more of these 

Only other park in the NE with outdoor BBQ is parire winds which is overcrowded, need for a new park 
with similar amenities. 

Open areas to gather in a group is nice. Having an option for bbq is also very cool. But a tandoori pit 
again is not something everyone may use and I worry people might misuse nice things. 

Open space would be great for just playing around with other non equipment games 

Order of what we'd use more 

Other parks very far 

Our family loves this and fits our needs. 

Outdoor cooking area is nice but people will hog over these areas. It sounds rude but it is true. Please 
provide different amenities. 

Outdoor cooking could be good for the community, and hardly anyone uses the outdoor fitness 
equipment we already have. 

Outdoor equipment and flexible lawn area will help people stay healthy specifically older generation and 
young children can utilize the lawn area and outdoor playground. 

Outdoor exercise is a must for those who can’t go to gym and need just a little bit of workout to stay 
healthy. Also it’s great for parents to see there kids play and do some workout for there well-being. 

Outdoor fitness and having a playground is a win win situation for the community as whole an 
wholesome fitness for everyone. 
Outdoor grilling is a great idea for families to get together in summers for picnic. 
Flexible lawn will give a great options for kids and people to play and explore many different activities. 
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Outdoor fitness equipment helps those who don't have the funds to pay for a gym membership as they 
are expensive. This can help youth who don't have jobs yet or elderly folks who want to continue staying 
active. 

Outdoor fitness for old and young prioritizd 

Outdoor fitness ranks number 1 to have more accessibility to fitness for the the community and it is 
valuable to have one outdoors since Calgary has plenty indoors and our winter season is long so this 
will encourage more outdoor activities in the adult community and essentially more sunlight and fresh air 
for overall health. Also the outdoor grilling would be great because we wouldn’t have to travel far to 
have this time of space since we are located on the outskirts of Calgary. The tandoori pizza oven is 
unique, attractive and adds value and fun. 

outdoor grilling area can benefit more people 

Outdoor grilling area encourage families to gather in a safe space. The only thing is that if it’s not 
monitored then people would abuse it. 

Outdoor grilling area will be great idea for friends & family to gather,have picnic during summer 

Outdoor gym is not common in this  area 

Outdoor picnic with family, gathering, children fun time and something pretty exciting about Pizza oven. 

Outdoor sitting area is much needed so people can spend time with their friends and family. 

Outdoors are absolutely needed after a long cold spell. Grilling is a great outdoor group or independent 
activity. Followed by kids having a nice playground makes it super attractive. Outdoor fitness is a great 
concept to enjoy outdoors at the same time. Fire pit is excellent to enjoy the spring and fall and late 
evening in summer. 

Park Area A concept 1 

Park is specially for kids they want  id they are happy that will happiest thing for parents 

People can come here to enjoy small family gathering like picnic 

People can relax & enjoy bbq during summer,grilling area would bring more people here.beside 
this,having playground,outdoor fitness will be cherry on top.people in all ages will get the benefit 

People will love this ranking 

People would definitely love these idea. 

Personal choice 

Personal choice 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference 

Personal preference and because I have small children 
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Physical activities for kids and adults are important. A gathering pit will be nice for bondings. 

Play 

play area for kids 

Play area that is both child and adult friendly will promote visitors. A space for gathering will promote 
community cohesiveness, detailed amenities is not needed. Bowness park have served so many people 
without the hassle of having extra detail. 

Play ground 

Play ground and outdoor fitness area will be fantastic for the community. 

Playground a big requirement for kids in Cornerstone and so as Fitness equipment to benefit everyone. 

Playground and Fitness Equipments are important for Helathy Lifestyle 

Playground are always filled with children. So it good to see rush in park . Outdoor grilling area if comes 
with table is also good . Tandoor or pizza oven is useless becoz no body will prepare food or pizza there 
. 

Playground for kids and fitness equipment are must 

Playground for my kids 

Playground is a must, there is not one play area around this neighbourhood that kids can go to. Fitness 
facility will be good as almost 80 % of the families here have elder parents living with them, this can be 
something to keep them active instead of spending money in facilities 

Playground is a must. Adults love the exercise equipment. Bbq/ firepits are a great addition. 

Playground is more important than other recreational things 

Playground is must for kids and so is outdoor grilling area which is absent in this part of city 

Playground or fitness 

Playgrounds and picnic areas would be wonderful for kids 

Playgrounds are important for kids to play in. Fire pits can be great for the winter, when people might be 
more isolated by staying at home more. Outdoor fitness equipment also encourages adult physical 
activity while removing a financial barrier. Lawn space is still important to space things out and let 
people have a space to just chill. The last two don't seem necessary. 

Playgrounds attract kids rather than adults 

Please include option to xcs in winter. No fire pits or fire. Common sense is not common. 

Please make small long jump sand court , that can move people towards fitness. 
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Please.. we definitely need this outdoor fitness equipment. The more equipment the better. 

Prefer the open area and gathering space to sit down 

Preference 

Preference 

Preference 

Preference to better space diversification 

Prefre fitness first 

Ranked by preference of amenities 

Ranked for a reason we need more 

Ranked in order of what I would use the most 

Ranked in order our family would use 

Ranked it in a manner that bigger groups can comfortable sit across and chat/enjoy. 
Playgrounds are prevelant everywhere so ranked it lower. 
Very few people use out door fitness equipments 

Ranked it these way according to what everyone (not only to one ethnicity) can use and enjoy. Every 
culture and ethnicity, race and color can use the fitness equipments and playgrounds and flexible lawn 
area and grilling area. 

Ranked them according to the usage in all weather conditions. 

Same I believe as per priority 

Seems logical to me. 

Since these are close to communities I don’t see a use for BBQ a fire pit would bring everyone out to 
enjoy our gorgeous nights! 

Space for everyone, including kids 

Staying healthily, get together, kids play, with winter being longer, shorter summers 

Strictly for use 

Summers are more fun with the top ranked amenities 

That covers every age of people. 

The communities around here have lots of kids and playgrounds are always in use. An open field for 
sports of all kinds are in short supply. 

The fitness place will benefit everyone 

the kids need a bigger playground 

The outdoor fitness equipment can be used by all ages. 

The rankings is more family friend 

The top ranked amenities will be the most beneficial in my opinion. 
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The younger generation  and family should be priority. Hence the playground, grilling area, and firepit 
ranking top 3. It promotes activities that a family can do together. The lawn is supplemental to the 
grilling such that it can good spots for picnics. The outdoor fitness is a playground for adults, and 
tandoori /pizza oven seems to specifically cater to the South Asian communities there. 

There are a lot of you children living in this community and they should be priority. Outdoor fitness area 
will be a very good addition that would give residents an opportunity to stay healthy. Basically I tried to 
rank them based on the optimum use of these amenities. 

There are alot of kids in the neighborhood and not enough places for them.  Also need a dog park 

There are lots of kids in the area, so a bigger playground would be great. 
Also the flexible lawn affords us the opportunity of holding picnics in summer. 

There are many families with young children in this community 

There are many large families in the area who would benefit from areas to sit outside and gather 
together. 

There are no grilling or fire pit areas in the area 

There is alot here i do not like . Only lawn space we need a dog park! 

There is very few bbq grils park in NE , we need it for summer family and friends gathering 

There’s gotta be some space for pets too not just for human 

There’s playground already everywhere 

These are all great ideas, it was difficult to rank. I believe many people in this community love to gather 
around food and seating with the addition of heat sources/cooking sources would encourage more 
people of all ages to gather and enjoy the space. Outdoor fitness and lawn area allows for movement 
which is needed. Families could all get something out of the space 

These are young communities with growing families that need more places for the kids to get outside 
and play. 

These things are rare find in cornerstone. 

These will cater to different ethnic groups who also live in the area 

They are goodfor 
Its good for everyone’s health and kids to play. 

This area miss having a place for summer bbq and get together. There are several parks with 
playgrounds and exercise facilities 

This is a growing community, playground is a must for young children 

This is best for NE quad. 

This is need our comunity 

This is what I imagine being most used. 

This meet my and family friends needs. 

This one is quite difficult because I believe you can integrate all of them into this space 
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This should be all implemented into the plan 

this way from children to old people, everybody has something to do in the park. 

This will be a concept similar to Bowness park which is a little far from NE community. Firepit and 
outdoor grilling will help people around to do get togethers easily. 

This will make the part attractive. Mostly parents are looking for a great and near playground to hangout 
with their kids 

This would be great place to get to know each other in the fresh building community 

To bring people togather in one big space and still have their own small zones 

To spend nice family time 

Use 

We already have flexible lawn areas. 

We are missing these facilities in Cornerstone. 

We dont have any fireplace in north east, not even in bus stops. Kids playground is abundantly 
available. We need grilling area or gathering space ehich can be used in winter times also 

We don't need cooking areas in the park as they could turn pretty unhygienic if not cleaned after each 
use and could also result in the area not being used by other members as not everybody prefers 
smelling/ food odors when going outside to a park. It should be more of a common use where everyone 
can utilize the area all at the same time. 

we have a lot of playgrounds and outdoor fitness equipment around the cornerstone and redstone 
neighbourhoods, but the other options are unique and would bring an older demographic outdoors more 

We have lot of kids here they need kids area 

We have lot of kids in this community need more family time 

We have no public get together space in this quadrant of city 

We live in a dense community, I believe area's such as picnic, fire pits ect would be a huge draw for 
people wanting to have gatherings. 

We need a lot of firepot areas for people to enjoy the park even during cold season 

We need a playground for all ages. Right now the park is meant for kids under 6. Older children don't 
enjoy the park. 

We need amenities to keep children and adults active. 

We need an epic park in the community.   It will bring people to our beautiful area. 
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We need fire pit for cold weathers around the NE area. I wish there’s an outdoor fitness area so I can 
workout in the summer. Outdoor grilling/pizza oven will be a great addition especially in the summer 
time. Flexible lawn area would be great to enjoy the park. 

We need grilling area in NE. We have to go to other parts of the city for bbq get-together 

We need more nicer and big playground for the children 

We need more outdoor experiences 

We need more playgrounds and green spaces. Many residents already have backyard firepits. We 
already have issues in Redstone with partying in the parks and broken bottles so we need to discourage 
late night loitering. 

We need more playgrounds in the area. The playgrounds around here get so busy and once again kids 
are bullied cause of it. 

We need outdoor fitness area, nothing is around or nearby. 

We need somewhere for families to gather outside together. Somewhere to rent picnic tables and be 
able to cook would be good. 

We need to encourage fitness for all by providing it free 

We want because everyone wants beautiful picnic sites in this  regional park 

What i want to see in my community 

What I would like to have 

Will be a nice outdoor activity to gather with friends and family while enjoying the splash park 

With thr demographics that live in Cornerstone they will leave all cooking area filthy and dirty 

Would be good to have a play ground as so many small kids in the community 

Would like more space for gatherings 

Would prefer a play ground and then some picnic options, 
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Park 1: Seating Types 

Q: Is there anything else we should consider about seating? 

A bike path along the Stoney would be a dream come true. 

A fire place by the seating area would be great 

A large pagoda would be a nice area to gather people to be able to limit their time in the sun or to 
provide relief from the sun . The table is also good with movable chairs to be able to adjust where one is 
facing for things such as getting in out of the eyes or facing the chair to supervise children etc. 
Essentially a combination of outdoor table with movable chairs and a sheltered seating area would be 
ideal. It would be amazing to include the recliner for people to go outdoors to relax and enjoy which we 
do not currently have in the community. 

Accommodation and weather conditions 

Add more picnic tables under tree or shade for seniors 

Adequate shade for seating and the rest of the park in general. Many parks in this area do not have 
much shade and the summers are very hot. 

Again I think these are all great options and should be integrated. Ranking these is quite unfair 

All above options are great 

All of them are really good seating I think it would be great to see some new options/ new chair designs. 

Also would love to have a bike path 

Anything fixed looks better and tidy. 

Anything movable will be stolen or destroyed.  The theft and vandalism is quite high in these areas 

anything movable, will end up being stolen. shaded areas are the best. please consider hail resistance 
products. 

Anything moveable will end up out of place and make the space look bad. 

Anything moveable will most likely be stolen. We need spaces for kids' parties and family meetings. In 
this area, nobody wants to walk around because there are only houses and ponds with a bunch of 
mosquitoes. We need places for family meetings to hang out and share with the community. 

As long we have shade and picnic tables so that everyone can have a place to rest on a sunny or even 
rainy days 

As per more useful ranking 

Awesome plan 
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Based in my preferences. It would be nice to have a noce picnic area as we dont have options in NE 
other than Prairie Winds Park which is waaay too crowded. 

Be great for some areas that can be reserved or used for family gatherings or kids birthday parties 

Beach volleyball. I think we have enough playground and basketball near the area. 

Because this is a newer community and trees are mature, more shade needed 

Benches 

Bigger tables or seating arrangements as this community tends to have larger families 

bring in recliners too for seniors 

Bring lots of chairs 

can`t think of anything 

Classic display tables should be there 

Consider closed heated sitting for winters 

Cover from the elements to allow area usage even when raining 

Covered area and large pagoda will be good options in my point 

Covered area will be more usable in all weathers. I am worried movable seating can be easily 
misplaced 

Covered for weather changes 

Covered Shaded area is best because of snowy winter days and hot summer days 

Cricket ground Because of huge population who play cricket 

Definitely, the issue with movable chairs is that some people might end up putting them all over the 
place. Best would be fixed benches 

do not use movable seating to prevent people from stealing it 

Dog park seperated small and big dogs 

Don't put movable chairs and tables they will every where but on the spot where they belongs  
. 

During summer time people celebrating birthdays and other parties at the park it is nice to have large 
shaded pavillions to accomodate large numbers of guest for families and friends to share with. And also 
there are only few parks that has a shded pavilion and its always full during summer time. 

effectiveness in calgary’s weather conditions 

Elderly population might need seating that can accommodate their needs. 

Ensure accessibility seating options throughout not just off to the side. 
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Extra bunches can add in between. 

Families can enjoy the shade in summer and do outdoor activities to enjoy the time . 

Fixed and large seating areas. Please do not provide moveable furniture, it will all be gone within a 
matter of week. Again rude but still true. 

Flexible 

Flexible and practical options in the order of priority 

For organize party this will be great 

Gazebos with fire pits so even in chilly days people are out and about 

Good 

Good as per rank no. 

good to have couple of shade ones. 

group/ shaded areas would benefit, as most families tend to stay indoors during colder months and are 
active outside during fairer weather. 

Handi Cap 

Harvest tables provide very beautiful aesthetics to the community. They are my first preference. 

Have a mix of all so parties and individuals can be accommodated. 

Having a big gathering space allows the community to come together and chat 

Having a large quantity of chairs so multiple people can sit 

Having a variety of types is important 

Having fixed seating is smarter as your chairs would be stolen . Plus with picnic tables you can fit more 
people. And other can bring their own chairs if they need to. 

Having pagoda and pavilion seating will be really useful for all sizes of groups of residents, as compared 
to recliner chairs which limits the number of users 

Heather for winter 

High chair for babies and toddlers 

High Quality rubber mat in playground area to avoid any injury to Kids. Gym equipment's must be high 
tech. 

I advise seating should not be movable and there should be shead so that people can sit under shead 
either snow or summer 
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I believe just considering dense population and elderly population usage more shady and sitting 
benches would be helpful 

I chose the shade pavilion and pagoda because it’s great for picnics with lots of people and helpful for 
when it’s a sunny day. 

I liked the covered seating areas for some shade.  Marked the movable seating at the bottom as I feel 
this would be at risk for theft 

I prefer private seating 

I see a lots of time elderly people sitting together in groups so the idea of large extended tables is great 

I see the movable chairs being taken. We get a lot of sun in the east so some shady areas will be great. 

I think covered shaded seating area will be more used in this community. Again, my preference.  
 
Lose seating will get destroyed, removed and will need to be replaced. 

I think covered spaces will be helpful to access the area when the weather is not suitable or more 
favorable, overall mixed sitting arrangement should be provided as it will open different choices to 
people 

I think larger together groups with some seperated seating would be nice as lots of people already bring 
there own chairs to sit together 

I think movable seating will end up being stolen so is a waste of money 

I think till be helpful to make sure seating is accessible for all people and people who may have 
disabilities. 

I would consider more benches just for sitting and enjoying 

I would like to know why there is funding for this regional park in the middle of nowhere, while Richmond 
Green Regional Park, inner city, densified area was SOLD to provide funding for its upgrades despite 
ENMAX having record profit to the city. 

I would like to see a Pickle ball court too. 

I wouldnt like moveable seating as its more prune to vandalism and disorganization fo space. Covered 
spaces will be very well used for picnics in the summer months 

Iblole the idea of having lots of seating and shade options. 

Ice skating rink 

If there would be swing for adults too , that would be fun. 
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If you place picnic tables or larger tables please make sure theres umbrellas or trees around for shade. 

If you put movable seating in this area, it will "grow legs and walk away" or at the very least need to be 
put back in its place all the time. 

In cornerstone a lot of people live with parents or grandparents so it’s better to have as more as sitting 
space there . 

Inclusiveness 

Indian community loves to have families over and eat together more often than others. And i dont think 
there is any outdoor thing available to celebrate small functions like bdays and small events 

It better 

It is good. 

It should be bolted on the ground. 

It will be easier for orderly to have shade when it’s raining and also they can sit n chat there in summers 

It will be good if families can get together at same time 

It would be better if the seating is not moveable so it does not end up somewhere else. 

It would be great to have spaces where large groups could gather comfortably and small groups as well. 
It would be great to consider seating suitable for the elderly and for children 

It would be nice to have a way to reserve the covered seating area that can cater to a large number of 
people at a time for parties/gathering. 

It would be nice to have similar to prairie winds park 

Keep the seats clean, please 

large events bookings 

Large gathering seating plan would be great 

Large gatherings are more attractive to people in teh community 
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Large pagoda is ranked #2, but #4 since it needs time to develop. In the philippines we had a hut to go 
back to, but having this in Calgary can help is bigger birthdays/events.  
#2 Is seating with shade seems to be high in demand due to winter ending  and spring eventually pulling 
up. Very cozy I could infer too.  
#3 is picnic table because it acts as a dinner outside once we have our global visitors join us here in our 
city (maybe). But in this case, let's have our eyes on harvest tables. Origianlly, picnic tables is number 
#4 due to high demand of harvest tables. Though the income might entirely fund this.. although I put it 
as #3. As long as placement works, like near the Central Library back entrance, I guess works. I am 
unsure . 
#4 is movable setting because it is the least of our concerns, but it displays amazing architecture. I 
placed this in #3 because we infer that we need to see how well established this'll 

Large pagoda will provide picnic spot along with providing shade while raining. 

large pagoda would be best for family gatherings. 

Larger gather spaces seem better 

Less chance of vandalism and more use in different weather 

Like to have Recreational Centre included which would have Public Library, Indoor Swimming Pool and 
Sports Court like Vivo. 

Look good 

Looks nice 

Lot of senior people in the community who like to sit together in groups under shade especially summer 
time 

Lots of parking area and toilets 

Lots of parties can be had with covered areas. 

Lots of shade!! There is barely any shade in the entire area of skyview cornerstone Redstone etc so 
shade is a must for anyone to use it 

Majority seating can be designed to accomodate groups of 8 with some options for larger or smaller 
groups as well. Spacing between seats would give a sense of privacy while in open public space. A mix 
of shade and open seating is required to make the park suitable for use across all seasons. 

Make a lot of picnic tables 

Make few cricket practice pitches with net. 
Make skateboarding park 

Make more open seating where it’s more further away from the parks and like in the trees and some 
seating areas close to the park so that parents can keep an eye on their kid's 
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Make seating fixed as this is the NE and anything moveable will be either stolen or thrown around the 
park. 

Make sense to have non movable seating so people cannot move. And having shade in sun would be 
more ideal 

Make sure seating is fixed as to prevent  stealing or removal 

Make sure that the seating is appealing 

Making sure it’s inclusive for all people with physical disabilities and old age and young kids in mind. 

more accommodating, open and shaded. 

More are and facilities for picnics and gathering, More trees and sheds 

More lighting and seatings. 

More outdoor gathering spaces for communities/families priority for group spaces than just individual 
chairs 

More people can sit in large pagoda 

More picnic table and bbq grills in the area 

More seating spaces with shade will be appropriate use of available land. 

More shade 

More shaded areas would be best 

More shaded pavilion is a must 

Movable chairs have possiblity of being stolen, hence it would be good to avoid it 

Movable furniture can be stolen and damaged easily 

Movable seating is not ideal as everything will be moved around and create a mess. A shade would be 
nice to have. 

Movable seating should be added to any option above for people with disabilities/mobility needs/etc. 
From an accessibility and equity standpoint. 

Movable seating should not be considered. There are so many parks where we see people misuse 
these type of amenities. 

Movable seating will disappear or be destroyed. Bolt everything down! No dog park please!! 

Movable seating will probably go missing 

Movable seating would be the best choice but chances are they will be stolen soon, other options are 
chosen accordingly 

Movable seatings should be avoided at public spaces. People do not respect putting chairs back to 
original place for others 

Movable seats might not be good idea. Thinking of vandalism 

Movable seats would just get destroyed 
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Movable tables might not be the best idea unless they are chained some way otherwise I’m sure they 
would go missing. The concept is nice but sadly I don’t feel like it would last up here. Anything heavy or 
secured would be best 

Moveable chair wouldn't be a good idea as they could be stolen pretty easily. Having a large pagoda 
would be nice have in the area if someone wants to host an outdoor gathering or celebration or having 
picnic tables for a nice family outings 

Moveable seating is a horrible idea specially in the N.E. something that’s fixed would be the way to go. 

Moveable seating will go missing quickly. 
Consider how weather resistant the materials are - we get a lot of hail which can quickly damage things. 

Moveable seating will move right out of the park.  
Anything that provides more shade is critical. 

Moveable seating would be horrible. Wrecked or removed so fast. 

Moveable seating would be nice but I would be concerned that it would get stolen. 

Moveable seats are great indoors but it will be easier to deal with the maintenance of non moveable 
seating in the winter. Plus people might steal it and we tax payers don't need to keep paying for new 
ones. 

moveable seats might be able to be moved outside the park. i would consider seating that can hardly be 
moved if at all 

Moveable seats will cause people to steal them. With unpredictable weather its great to have shelter. 

Moveable seats will get stolen in this area. We need shade from the sun in the summer. 

Multiple covered shelters will be nice 

Muskoka chairs look great but they are incredibly uncomfortable and difficult to get into and out of.  With 
expected drought and heat waves the covered picnic areas are a good idea.  We can't plant and 
maintain enough trees to create the shade we will need. 

My family preferance 

My own interest 

NA 

Natural sloped grass amputheater. 

Need a dog park! ar least a small fenced area 

Need accessible washrooms 
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Need large sitting area so grandparents can sit and talk in shade or without snow on chairs, with other 
community members and still keep an eye on grandkids playing near by 

Need shaded area for resting during summer months 

Need something to protect from sun rain and snow 

Need space for seniors, shaded area will be nice 

Needed in a dog park 

Nice garden or a walkway with lavender plants 

Nice seating for dogs too 

No 

No 

No 

no 

no 

No 

no 

No all ok 

no everyone wants to sit with other people, having movable tables will people that choice 

No movable seating, people will misuse them. 

No moveable seats, covered better, more steal seating last longer, more spots to sit. Also please 
consider more garbage bins 

No preference 

No these are great options 

No, it's fine. 

No. 

Non movable seating area with shade trees is good concept to have rather then builing something 

Non movable seats please 

None 

None 

Nope, the options are good enough. 

Nope. 
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Not sure. Can we have this park as we have the Westwinds Praire Park in NE. Good to have that kind 
of concept applied here. Westwinds Praire park has 
 
1. tobogganing area 
2. Small Play area for kids, a bigger play area for older kids 
3. Firepits 
4. Picnic spots/bbq with shades and option to book in advance 
5. Bike , jogging, walking, routes 
6. Sitting area 
7. Splash park 
8. Tennis Court 
9. Cricket game area 
10. Basket ball 
11. So many Trees 
12. Proper Washroom 
13. and so on 
 
Also can we have a community center built ? 

Nothing 

One large pavillion would be monopolized by one group. Multiple smaller seating areas would provide 
better availability for all. 

Open theater style seating 

Order Pavillion and picnic table that suits cricketers and cricket lovers watching game 

Our family loves this and fits our needs. 

park Area 1 Concept A 

Park benches 

People can celebrate birthday parties 

People should have picnic option where they can spend some quality time 

People will steal the furniture 

permanent seating fixtures lasts longer and can accommodate more people 

Personal preference 

Picnic tables and large pagoda allow for different groups to enjoy the seating. Shade pavilion is nice but 
the seating is limited to 1-2 tables/groups. Recliners are nice too. I imagine moveable furniture would be 
a nightmare to put away or organize every night, could become really messy really quickly--or one large 
group could monopolize all the seating. 

Picnic tables don’t move. If you do tables moveable in this area they’ll be stolen asap. 
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Picnic tables or areas that you can rent out for a few hours by the city would be so great! 

Places to play and picnic are important 

Please also build the cycling track along the Stoney. 

Please consider making 4-5 cricket practice pitches for kids and seniors. 

Please do add water activities and more space for children play along with shading area for seating 

Please ensure this park is child friendly and can serve the needs of the thousands of Calgarians who 
live in Cornerstone, Skyview Ranch, Redstone, and City Scape and that it is maintained. Citizens will 
need signs and city personnel to teach them how to use the space in a good way otherwise the park will 
become a dumping ground. 

Please keep kids in mind ! Small kids you can drive or take transit 

Please make them so most people can use them. Mostly we noticed now in parks elderly people are 
using all the space and making it hard for us young parents to sit somewhere to relax and watch the 
kids. 

Preference 

Promotes community engagement 

Protection from sunburn for elder people as well as for everyone is important and in rain it works well 

Provide shades and benches 

Ranked using usefulness 

Recliner chairs around fire pit. 

Reservation for bigger seating areas should be there so not just one family can enjoy the amenity. 

Seating should be comfortable for seniors because we have lots of seniors in the community 

Seating should be wooden and colourful. Wood is cheaper and reusable and shows Canadian culture 
and history for example log benches.paint every log different colours. 

Seating that is not moved would be convenient as it will decrease theft. 

Seating under the trees 

Seating with separate fire pits would be great 

Seating with shade is most helpful for me 

Separate picnic tables 

Several picnic areas with  bbq and garbage bins 

Shade and seating by playground 
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Shade for older adults walking and staying outside and spaces to enjoy with family picnic tables shade 
etc 

Shade is a must. It also allows for use all year around. Movable seating will just get lost, damaged or 
stolen so that is not recommended. The harvest table is a great idea for large multigenerational families. 

Shade pavilion 

Shade pavilion is best for hot days to encourage elderly residents to come out 🙏 

Shade would be nice to have since Cornerstone does not have grown up trees 

Shaded and lots of benches for our elderly community members. 

Shaded area will be helpful in rainy or windy days 

Shaded areas would be nice 

Shaded seating areas are always a plus in the summer. Movable seating can be a disadvantage due to 
first come first serve and I foresee chairs or tables stolen. 

Shades are really important during summer and makes the area beautiful. 

Shared soaves bcof the changing weather would be good 

She'd is good because of weather 

Shed would be helpful as during rain and snow. 

Should be difficult to steal 

Should be fixed seating 

should be fixed to the floor to avoid theft. 

Should be tough for both weather and human abusive, people are rough and not quite take good care of 
public stuff around here. 

Should be usable in winter time also 

Sitting with shade 

Slightly spinning seats 
Pavilions but with some side walls don’t have to be all the way up. Like the ones in bonus park 

Small groups can enjoy the park 

Small Heated area if possible 

So more people can enjoy 

So that family can come stay for long period in shades while kids playing nearby 

Some seating arrangements in shades too. 
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Staggered seating means more people will optimize the seating. Shaded areas are very important for 
the summer, as we have limited tree cover in the area 

Stationary seats maintains order and aesthetics. 

Sturdy so not taken or vandalized 

Swiming area or summer pool 

Swimming pool or indoor amenities complex 

Swming pool for kids 

take into account ways to make it easier for people with disabilities to also enjoy the park and the 
seating. make some sort of easier access to these amenities for them. make the park as accessible as 
possible to wheelchair users as well 

Talking about seating consideration, I would suggest anything which is under the shade will be the best 
as because of the weather conditions we do need shades in hot summer during windy evenings and 
chilly nights. 

Tennis court and basketball court if have covered and flood lights on these court and main ground 

That would be enough 

That’s good 

The choices listed are all great. Maybe heating for cooler seasons. 

The material should be durable and easy to clean, and mounted so people will not take them away from 
the designated area or steal them. 

There is a bit of a seating situation in these areas where folks who gather move chairs/take chairs and I 
think it could prevent the greater community from using them. I think fixed seating would be most 
appropriate so that it stays in spaces and can be used by the whole community. 

There is no such park where we can celebrate little events like birthdays or summer barbecues 

There should be a consideration for all members of the community not only certain groups. 

There should be a lot of option in different areas of the park (including regular benches throughout) 

There should be a mix atleast 4 of the options mentioned above. 

There should be many shaded pavilions and other type of seating as well. 

There should be some covered area to sit and relax 
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There should not be any movable seating, as people will keep moving items (chairs & tables). Seating 
plan should be inviting and have options to book for private events as well, eg. birthday parties, BBQ/ 
grill in summer. 

These are perfect already! 

These look good! 

These ones were hard to choose but I have gone with my personal perspective of keeping kids, families 
and relationships as top priorities and discouraging facilities that can be taken over by small groups for 
a very long time thus discouraging equal enjoyment by all the different groups in the community. 

This area is all about community and gathering. 
I like the harvest table because it’s both communal but makes space for those not included in the first 
group sitting there. 

This area should also have an off leash area for dogs. 

This should be included 

This will keep the park more relaxing for everyone 

This would put Cornerstone's value higher compared to other communities in the NE 

Toddler tables/ chairs 

Tons of shaded seating with firepit outside the shade. 

Trees lots of big trees. That way if the seats ran out people can still gather picnic style. Lots of shade 
pavilion will provide privacy for smaller gathering. Moveable seating is a No No. People will just hoard 
seats. Drilled seats will be better since people can occupy a certain space without compromising the 
next table. 

Try to consider seating that is convenient to groups of people, since people usually go to parks with 
friends and family. 

Try to make more, the Corner Meadows Park is often very full and does not have enough seating for the 
amount of people that go there. 

Unfortunately in this area if it can move ( like  movable chairs / tables. They will be stolen within days. 
We can’t even keep things like that in our backyards without someone coming in and stealing it. So all it 
will do will up the costs around here with having to constantly replace them.   Or chairs will be put thru 
vehicle windows or house windows.  I wish I could say this is a good peaceful community but it’s not it is 
full of gangs drugs and criminals ( most who haven’t been caught yet)  as of lately we even have people 
opening gas tanks of vehicles every night ( every night for the last week) this area has gotten so bad 
that we are now having alarm systems and cameras installed all around our property.    Yes this 
community needs things but it needs to be things that work for all the community and things that will not 
cause damage or go missing 

Useful for more peoples 

Washrooms 
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Water fountains for clean drinking water, good lighting for all year usage 

We do have hot weather 

We don’t want people to move amenities from the area 

We need more fenced dog park facilities 

We need more play activities for the children my half of cornerstone only has 1 park! And it’s not age 
appropriate for my 2 and 4yr old 

We need more shade and seating in our communities, not just Cornerstone! It would be awesome to 
see all these choices into the new regional park, and also in the other spaces of the Northeast. We see 
a lot of people walk and sit and finding spaces to hangout for all groups. 

we should avoid movable seating as this will be a theft issue. we just need more shaded area for 
seating. 

We should consider a sitting arrangement that offers comfortability, inclusivity by the number of chairs 
as well as shade and or shelter for raining and cold days 

We should have large amount of seating to support the furiously growing population in our city. 

We want to make sure there are shades to protect residents and chairs from weather conditions. Thank 
you 

Wheelchair spots 

Will be great to enjoy during summer 

With the recent heat waves we need shaded seating. Movable seating can be stolen. 

Would like some steps made out of grass and concrete mix to sit down 

Wouldn’t go for moveable seats as they will get destroyed or go missing 

Yes , if we can make tables( wood pallets) with the sitting level on ground and people can use cushions 
or anything to sit on the ground with tables features and those can be mix and match sitting area with 
picnic tables and pargolas too 

Yes, a immigration mindset, for people from different countries and backgrounds. Please make sure 
people get there privacy while still enjoying the community outdoors. 

You can never go wrong with picnic tables and movable seating is a bad idea it can get stolen. 

You can work with local business PARK production house to make it more creative and colourful. You 
can involve artists. 
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You place movable seats here and they will surely be stolen 

You should consider adding seating close to parks and where kids would want to go so that parents can 
watch their kids without having to stand while their kids stand but then also put seating in more open 
areas further away from the park and where most people would be so like seating areas in or near trees 
and not close to the parks 

You should use good quality resources so seats are comfortable. 

 

Park 2: Amenity Options 

Q: Rank the following amenity options in order of preference. Drag your choices to the empty box 

on the right to sort them with most preferred at the top. Why did you rank this the way you did? 

Wow all great choices and should all be integrated 

Would like to see a safe space for bikes rather than kids playing on streets 

Winter sports nearby house. 

What I think I would use. 

We would like Mahogany style lakes ane beaches PLEASE 

We love physical activities for kids and family. 

We dont have any in the nearby area. Lots of young families with children in the redstone/cornerstone 

We dont have a toboggan hill nearby 

We donot have a safe place to play in winter 

We don’t have toboggan hill near by , no activity for winter 

We don’t have any of these things in this end of the North east it would be nice to have even one of 
them 

We don’t have any bike park surrounding this area . Climbing wall is also a good concept for kids . 

We do not have a toboggan hill thats we can use in winter nearby . And we dint have bike park nearby 

We could recall use an Amphitheatre! 

Want to have options which will help residents and visitors to enjoy and use the services/ amenities 
offered 

Thsee are not found nearby 

this way we can enjoy activities all year around. 

This ranking is what would be most beneficial to use for my family. 

This is the way i think it will be use the most 

This is best park where one can keep themself physical fit instead of just sitting in the park and do get 
together. 
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This is all (expletive) built for white communities...we need immigrant amenities and a park for kalistan 

This is a great proposal, the community needs this project to encourage more people to live close to the 
cornerstone area. In addition, the neighbourhood is close by and there's easy access to the Stoney 
Trail, so other communities and visitors can come enjoy the amenities. It's yet another fresh gift for 
every Calgarian. I wholeheartedly support this initiative, which benefits all Calgarians. 

There are so many kids in this area. They need more place for activities which all kids can do. Also 
cricket is mostly played by total 22 adults. Kids don't need cricket pitch. I am Indian by the way and 
saying no to cricket. 

There are no bike areas in the area. This would be great 

There are lots of young families in the nearby communities. Many kids ride in the street and it would be 
safer for them to ride in the park/pathways and especially dedicated bike park. 

There are a lot of young families. I believe kids and parents of all ages would greatly benefit from 
toboggan hill, climbing park to encourage getting outside in all weather types. Exercise equipment park 
for adults is also a good use of space instead of bike park or amphitheater. 

The tobaggan hill is a must, it's very flat here. This would be great fun in the winter. 

The order in which I ranked is tied to what would make me want to get out of the house more often. 

The more activities that we can all the season the better. It will encourage people to be outdoors more 
often. 

The closest toboggan hill is Prarie winds.  Build a new amazing anchor to bring people into the 
community 

The bike park is the feature that would be the most valuable in the area. There are tons of other parks 
with climbing features, and a toboggan hill is close by in the NE. A bike park would be best for all the 
kids in the area. Also in Area 1, a large feature would be a disservice to the community since there are a 
tons of other ones planned nearby. A 

Some snow amenities would benefit 

Some are dangerous 

Sledding will bring families to the park 

Residents like to get together in groups and no near hill snowboard option in community 

Ranked as per preference 

Rank based on my interests. 

Preference 

Prairie winds seems to get really crowded sometimes. A climbing wall. A ice skating rink in winter. More 
outdoor amenities for the kids. 
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Physical activities are important for physical and mental health and I assume this neighborhood will 
have a lot of children for many years.  An amphitheater is important for cultural events.  As for a 
toboggan hill, Calgary is getting less and less snow, so it wouldn't be used much. 

Pepole Love Sleding 

Off leash dog park! 

Nothing like that in this area 

Not many outdoor climbing areas in the NE 

No toboggan hill in skyview 

No one will ever use the amphitheater. Climbing walls, bike paths, toboggan hills will bring people to the 
park. 

No bike areas in NE calgary we need it here 

No areas to tobogán in the corner of the city 

Nice to have an amphitheatre ro bring communities together in a park or climbing walls for kids to have 
them motivate to go out and play more 

Needs more playgrounds for kids 

Need to add Cricket and Tennis 

Ne does not have a skate / bike park in NE 

My own interest 

My kids like that 

My kids are little so they would use the climbing wall and hill most. 

My 7yr old daughter chose 

most useful/least liability 

Most Suitable. 

Most kids at cornerstone like to ride their bikes in the summer and would be beneficial if they have their 
own toboggan hill in the winter so parents doesn’t need to drive far for their kids to enjoy and experience 
fun activities in different seasons. Kids can climb walls and when get tired they can relax in the 
amphitheater later. 

Most accessible by the most number of people/ages/abilities 

More spaces for kids to learn to bike and are encouraged to use a bike instead of learning in parking 
lots and streets 

More kids friendly and accessible for all younger age 

More activities to do during the winter in the area. 

Mass can use this area. 

Mari Marji 

Many activities to do 

Lots of small and young kids in area, lots of seniors people in area too. We needs space we're kids can 
play and seniors also get to gather 

Long winter days, it's great to enjoy it like this and have a play! 
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Live the modern amphitheater seating with grass and open area 

Like winter sports 

Lack of access to these features in the NE. 

Kids would love it 

Kids like this and we need this most . 

Kids get more activities 

Kids fun area. I would also suggest to consider splash park and outdoor pool. 

Just trying to be inclusive; not everyone bikes or climbs. 

Its would be a great plan for kids 

It's not any hill in nearby. Biking space and wall climbing will support kids recreation activities. 

It would be nice to have a space to hold or engage in events in the community. 

It would be nice to have a public gathering place in the community. An amphitheater would provide a 
space for this 

It would be cool to bring friends and their kids if we have these amenities in Cornerstone 

It would be amazing to have a biking facility in this area, there are many kids, teenagers and adults who 
love biking around here! It would also encourage others to come and bike! The confederation park bike 
park was a wonderful addition, cornerstone would benefit from one as well! 

It will introduce youth to learning to use bikes as a sport or as a mode of transportation. The 
amphitheater will be great in the summer to host small events for families to enjoy. 

It will be most useful. 

It allows residents to organize weekend activities/events 

In order of what my family would use most 

Importance of socializing 

I would prefer a dog park 

I would love a climbing wall, this seems unique - and I think it would be a great opportunity for the 
kids/youth/adults to get into something they may otherwise not be able to afford. 

I think there should be more family activities. 

I think climbing wall and bike park would be an excellent choice 

I think both bike and toboggan will be use more then the other two 

I really love the idea of an amphitheatre in the area. 

I ranked these from the things my family and I would enjoy most to least and the things people I know 
would want to do use most 
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I ranked the activities based on mass appeal. Such activities allow newcomers to start their active 
routine as individuals, then mingle and form large groups and friendships in the long run, as opposed to 
cricket and soccer that require you to know a lot of people. NE communities are attracting people who 
don’t have a lot of social circles in Calgary. 

I ranked by how likely I would use 

I like this way 

I like this way 

I like the most 

I like a place to have a view 

i just love amphitheaters honestly 

I have gone with my preferences of making children a top priority for any facilities. Especially in NE, we 
do not have something like a Toboggan hill or an amphitheatre so I have gone with those. I am really 
indifferent to climbing wall or a bike park. 

I have a young child and live in Cornerstone community. 

I feel a theatre is for everyone to enjoy and hill is to enjoy snow thaw time 

I believe north east need something new or different. 

Hill will give similar experience as hiking and bike park is good for kids . All are good choices 

Having a bike path is a nice way to get more people active and allows a safe space for them to ride their 
bikes away from traffic. A climbing wall would be nice to have as well 

Have kids  
They would use it more 

GREEN SPACE IN THE AREA 

Grandkids chose their preference 

Fun for the kids 

Fun activities for kids 

For winter aport 

For the kids to enjoy 

For the families and kids in the neighborhood 

For hanging out. 

Fits our family's needs 

Fit community means healthy and happy people 

Feel this is a good fit for the community with the rankings I choose. More we have better for kids and 
adults and seniors. Due to the community be more seniors and kids 

Family together is frist playing then playing gone 

Everyone can use this facility. 

Cozy but large amphitheater like baker park but better would be nice 

Could we also please include in the plan a fenced dog park for small and large dogs 

Community has kids who would enjoy these amenities 
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Climbing walls are really popular and fun. I haven't seen an amphitheatre and that would be cool for 
everyone in the park that wants to use it 

Climbing and art is cool. Would be nice for gatherings and for the children to play 

children get empowered when climbing 

Children can bike in a dedicated area and other can sit in their own area 

By use for our family 

By level of personal interest but this all sounds fun 

Bikes  / skateboards are an adventure being pursued by a considerable amount of residents. 
Small hills will be an adventurous place that could be very eventful and since there's nothing like that at 
the moment in the newly developing community this is one of the top contender in the list. 

Bike trails Re important since you can walk and ride 

Bike parks are a fad - there is so many of them 

bike park can benefit more people and toboggan hill is great for the snowy winter months 

Bike park can be used by all and kids need activities 

Bike are can be used year round 

Bike and toboggan will be use more 

Because we need more green space than artificial structures. 

Because of the kids activities 

Because it fun and will give people a chance to enjoy the outdoors in their neighborhood. 

Because I liked concept B. And climbing wall will be perfect for kids 

Bases on the activities most enjoyed for all seasons 

Based on how people (various age group) can connect more 

based on access to these amenities within/around the community 

As in this community and surrounding communities there lot of young and toddlers for whom this is what 
needed 

As i am living from almost three years in this community  I feel we need more activities  for kids . 

An open amphitheatre fosters community building and one is needing in this region. 

An amphitheatre would be great to gather the community for events/activities. A climbing wall and 
toboggan seems fun too. I think bike paths throughout the community would be better than having a 
large restricted space 

Amphitheater will help community get together. 

Amphitheater very unique idea would be awesome to see in Cornerstone. 

Almost everyone loves to bike and toboggan. A safe area to do these activities will benefit everyone. 
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All of them are really great options but I think we don’t have much Amphitheater here in the NE. So it 
would be nice to have something new and perhaps we can have more performances here. 

All communities does not have this facility and we need to travel to far community to use these kinds of 
facilities 

All ages kids love tobogganing, so it’s the first choice, climbing wall can be added with the playground 
designs, amphitheatre a good options for all ages and ethnic cultural/community programs, there are 
very big open bike routes are available throughout the city so a bike park won’t be much of help for most 
of the people. 

Again taking into consideration the kids in the community and what all the newer areas are currently 
lacking. 

A toboggan hill would be great winter use for children in addition to an amphitheater in the summer time 
to encourage art and communication 

A nice place to sit 

1. Toboggan Hill will be a great activity to do in winter times and especially children will love it. As we 
have good 3 to 4 months of winter, it's nice to have an outdoor activity like this. 
2. Amphitheater would be a great option to hangout with our closed ones during summer evenings. 
3 & 4 doesn't matter to me 

1 Kids love winter activities, as it is north east most of the north indian citizen would like to hang out in 
the park. 
3. It is good exercise for the kids  

4. Biking                               is fun 

#1 is a touchy topic. Apparently I should put this in between these ranks called 1 being priorities (in my 
opinion), but I leave it as first for the sake of reasons to why my culture doesn't mess quote on quote for 
this fantastic, but concerning activity. All I know is that sledding the vobaculary I would use to genuinely 
smile and laugh. That's because we are going to Friday fild trips and "tobagganing" down the winter hill. 
In short, I prefer sledding, but don't matter to me.  
#2 is defeinitely AMPtheatre since we are entering into a digital stage, There numerous amounts of films 
being producing, but too heavy to count. Perhaps this theatre get provide mass incites on how streams 
can benefit here. Point here, don't stay on the screen, enjoy yourself at the theatre! 
#3 Bikes is ranked #3. I don;t see a lot of bmx riding nowadays. Especially where I am from and grew 
you could say in , we used to have our bikes and race. Bringing this nostalgic is notable, but we'll see.  
#4 Climbing Walls. Last tinme I climbed walls was definitely an incredible experienced! It's true that I 
need to be more active, but it would definitely cost more to make in my opnion! Could we possible 
expand the ymca in saddletowne , aka genesis centre for this season ? I am aware of an event centre, 
but seems maybe #4 is a lowblow. Anyway thank you yyc. On seconds thought, I would genuinely love 
an AMPTHEATRE. #1 it goes in! 

 


